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Arctic protected areas, like all protected areas, hold
value for society. Just as there is a wide diversity in
protected areas, there is likewise, a wide diversity in
the values they protect and represent. Furthermore,
these values are not static – they change over time.
Historically, areas have been specially protected
primarily because of their direct uses and benefits
for people and cultures. Over the past century or so,
societies have also been setting aside areas for other
values, including as habitat for wildlife, for geological
or scenic uniqueness, for ecological functions or
for sheer aesthetic appeal. Collectively, these latter
values are termed “natural” values. In general, most
protected areas in the Arctic were established primarily
to protect their natural values. Even as they protect,
most areas now allow traditional uses and may
promote other uses, as well. 
The Arctic is a unique ecosystem encompassing
nearly 30 million km2. It includes an ocean, multiple
seas and a surrounding land mass of over 14 million
km2. The Arctic crosses eight countries each with its
own protected area regime and national and regional
protected area agencies. The Arctic contains vast
natural resources including oil, gas, minerals and
forests. Despite this wealth, the Arctic has, until
recently, remained relatively immune to major
development pressures affecting more temperate or
tropical zones. However, this is gradually changing
and the Arctic is increasingly a focus for industrial
development. 
The Arctic has high cultural and natural values
summarised in this document. It is home to many
ancient societies including the Inuit of North
America, the Saami of northern Europe, Russia and
Scandinavia and at least 40 distinct peoples of
Northern Russia and the Aleutian Islands. Each group
has its own distinct cultural, traditional and lifestyle
values. The Arctic also contains much of the world’s
remaining pristine and undisturbed landscapes, most
of the Northern Hemisphere’s supply of freshwater in
the form of glacial ice and the great rivers that flow
from Eurasia and the Americas into Arctic waters,
abundant mountains, wetlands and marshes, the vast
Arctic plain called the tundra, and great stretches of
forest. Vegetation ranges from the dense covering of
alpine meadows to the occasional solitary plant
surviving in the high Arctic desert, to large kelp
forests along the coasts. The Arctic hosts a
surprisingly wide array of resident insect, bird,
mammal and fish life, and includes several of the
richest fishing grounds in the world. During the
short, intense spring and summer seasons, the Arctic
also hosts millions of migratory animals from around
the globe. All of these values, to a greater or lesser
extent are preserved in the Arctic’s protected areas. 
Arctic protected areas provide a greater array of
global, national, local and community benefits for
nature and for people than is generally realised.
Unfortunately, many of these benefits are difficult to
quantify and cost. As a result, they are often poorly
accounted for in conventional resource evaluations
and in land use decisions which are often heavily
weighted towards economic arguments. The result is
that many analyses of protected areas considerably
undervalue their role in providing societal and ecolo-
gical benefits. In reality, the Arctic’s protected areas
provide considerable long-term economic benefits in
terms of revenues and employment to the countries
and, especially, to local communities. One important
source of economic benefits is tourism, which generates
considerable direct and indirect benefits. 
This document discusses this multitude of values
found in Arctic protected areas. It presents case
studies that demonstrate how protected areas
conserve such values. The case studies also show that
protected areas in the Arctic generate positive spin-
off effects and add considerable value to societies
that are often far wider and diverse than the direct
conservation benefits for which the areas were
originally established. 
Each Arctic country maintains a national system of
protected areas, of which Arctic protected areas are
but a part. Overall, the Arctic countries employ a
i
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combination of protected area approaches in their
national systems. Even though a protected area may
be established primarily to protect one set of
conservation values, it will generally preserve a
range of values and can generate a host of benefits
and opportunities for uses that are complementary
and sustainable. 
With over 17% of the Arctic landmass under formal
protection, it may seem that the level of protection
of the Arctic is adequate. However, this statistic is
deceptive. For example, it disguises the very low
protection afforded the marine environment. It also
discounts the fact that if the nearly one million km2
Greenland National Park is removed, the percentage
drops by half. 
In order to sustain protected areas, the values 
they preserve and their long-term benefits, it is
necessary to have adequate funding, trained staff,
good governance systems, functioning enforcement
and political and local support. In parts of the Arctic,
funding for protected areas is not keeping pace with
rising costs or has been reduced. Some governance
systems are outdated and may no longer to be ade-
quate to deal with today’s realities and pressures, while
still effectively conserving the values for which the
protected areas were established in the first place. 
Attitudes towards protected areas have changed. In
the past, it was commonplace for governments to
set aside large tracts of land in very remote areas
to protect natural values. Where opposition occured,
it tended to be very localised. One reason is that the
Arctic did not attract much serious attention from
industrial interests including the oil, gas, mining,
forestry and transportation sectors. That is quickly
changing. As a consequence, there is often pressure
to open up existing protected areas to alternate uses
that appear to offer greater monetary benefits and
job opportunities but may not be compatible with
the conservation objectives of the protected areas.
Indeed, there is sometimes pressure to abandon the
protected area designation. Governments and local
peoples alike are faced with difficult, seemingly
contradictory decisions on whether to support
existing or proposed protected areas or to favour
industrial development. The debate can fracture
communities and split governments with various
sections favouring the resource industry and the
income it brings, and others favouring environmental
and cultural protection. These groups cherish
different sets of values and the challenge is to
accommodate both without compromising either. 
Another challenge facing the Arctic’s protected area
systems is the significant gap in protecting key areas
such as forests and the marine environment. There
also remains a lingering perception in some quarters
that protected areas are islands set apart from the
people they serve, a perception often reinforced by
past protected area governance regimes and decisions. 
Despite growing pressures, there is much reason 
for optimism for the future of protected areas in 
the Arctic. In most of the Arctic, protected area
systems are evolving to better accommodate the
legitimate concerns and aspirations of local people,
indigenous communities and the business sector.
There are many multi-stakeholder forums in place.
Management responsibilities and decision-making are
being shared more frequently with local
governments, with indigenous peoples in co-
management settings, and with the private sector.
Another reason for optimism is that the values of
protected areas and the benefits they can bring to
communities and to the ecosystem are becoming
better known and appreciated.
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Vse oxranqemye territorii, v tom hisle i v
Arktike, cenny dlq ob]estva. Oxranqemye 
territorii otliha[tsq bol;wim raznoobraziem,
i takim 'e raznoobraziem otliha[tsq oxranqemye
i predstavlqemye imi cennosti. ?ti cennosti,
k tomu 'e, ne postoqnny - oni menq[tsq so
vremenem. V prowlom territorii special;no
oxranqlis; glavnym obrazom v svqzi s ix
neposredstvennoj pol;zoj i znaheniem dlq
l[dej i kul;tur. V tehenie poslednix sta let
razlihnye strany vydelq[t osobye territorii,
imeq v vidu oxranu i takix drugix cennostej, kak
mesta obitaniq dikix 'ivotnyx, geologiheskie
i landwaftnye osobennosti, /kologiheskie
funkcii i histaq /stetiheskaq privlekatel;nost;
otdel;nyx rajonov. Perehislennye tol;ko hto
cennosti sovokupno nazyva[tsq ˘prirodnymi˘.
Bol;winstvo oxranqemyx territorij v Arktike
sozdavalos; v osnovnom s cel;[ oxrany ix
prirodnyx cennostej, xotq vse oni prodol'a[t
ispol;zovat;sq tradicionnym obrazom, a vo
mnogix dopuska[tsq i drugie sposoby ix
ispol;zovaniq.
V nastoq]em dokumente demonstriruetsq
mnogoobrazie prirodnyx i kul;turnyx cennostej,
vzqtyx pod za]itu na oxranqemyx territoriqx
pripolqrnoj Arktiki. V nem rassmatrivaetsq
neskol;ko konkretnyx sluhaev i privodqtsq
primery iz raznyx rajonov pripolqrnoj
Arktiki, pokazyva[]ie, kak vedetsq rabota na
oxranqemyx territoriqx v Arktike, i da[]ie
predstavlenie o raznoobrazii i velikolepii
/tix territorij. Dokument prednaznahen dlq
vsex, kto interesuetsq oxranqemymi territoriqmi
Arktiki i cennostqmi, kotorye oni oxranq[t.
Arktika - unikal;naq /kosistema, oxvatyva[]aq
primerno 30 millionov kv. km. V /tot region
vxodit okean, neskol;ko morej i primyka[]aq
suwa, plo]ad;[ svywe 14 millionov kv. km.
Arktika rasprostranqetsq na vosem; stran, v
ka'doj iz kotoryx ime[tsq svoi oxranqemye
territorii i ob]enacional;nye i regional;nye
upravleniq oxranqemyx territorij. Arktika
bogata prirodnymi resursami, v hisle kotoryx
neft;, gaz, poleznye iskopaemye i lesa. Pri vsex
/tix bogatstvax Arktika ostaetsq otnositel;no
nezatronutoj xodom burnoj xozqjstvennoj
deqtel;nosti, kotoraq nabl[daetsq v bolee
umerennyx i tropiheskix zonax. ?to polo'enie,
odnako, postepenno menqetsq, i Arktika vse
v bol;wej stepeni stanovitsq ob=ektom
promywlennogo razvitiq.
Arktika obladaet znahitel;nymi kul;turnymi
i prirodnymi cennostqmi, kotorye kratko
opisyva[tsq v nastoq]em dokumente. Naprimer,
Arktika - mesto pro'ivaniq mnogix drevnix
narodov, vkl[haq inuitov Severnoj Ameriki,
narod saami v Severnoj Evrope, Rossii i
Skandinavii i e]e po men;wej mere 40 otdel;nyx
narodov na Severe Rossii i na Aleutskix
ostrovax. U ka'dogo naroda svoi sobstvennye
cennosti v oblasti kul;tury, tradicij i byta.
V Arktike naxodqtsq tak'e mnogie iz tex
regionov mira, gde soxranq[tsq pervozdannye
i nepotrevo'ennye landwafty, bol;waq hast;
zapasov presnoj vody Severnogo poluwariq v
lednikax i velikix rekax, teku]ix iz Evrazii i
Ameriki v Severnyj Ledovityj okean, obwirnye
gornye rajony, uvla'nennye zemli i bolota,
beskrajnqq arktiheskaq ravnina - tundra i
i i i
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znahitel;nye po protq'ennosti lesa.
Rastitel;nost; var;iruet ot gustogo pokrova
al;pijskix lugov do redkix odinokix rastenij v
pustynnyx rajonax vysokowirotnoj Arktiki i
wirokix polej buryx vodoroslej vdol; pobere';q
okeana. V Arktike vstrehaetsq udivitel;noe
mnogoobrazie nasekomyx, ptic, mlekopita[]ix
i ryb, kotoryx vylavliva[t v neskol;kix
rybopromyslovyx rajonax, otnosq]ixsq k
hislu bogatejwix v mire. V tehenie korotkogo,
no bujnogo perioda vesny i leta v Arktiku
migriru[t tak'e milliony 'ivotnyx i ptic so
vsego zemnogo wara. Vse /ti cennye osobennosti
soxranq[tsq v bol;wej ili men;wej stepeni na
oxranqemyx territoriqx Arktiki.
Oxranqemye territorii Arktiki prinosqt
prirode i naseleni[ vsego mira, strany, rajona
ili otdel;nogo poselka bol;we blag, hem l[di
obyhno sebe predstavlq[t. K so'aleni[, mnogie
iz /tix blag ne podda[tsq izmereni[ s tohki
zreniq kolihestva i stoimosti. V rezul;tate
oni hasto ploxo uhityva[tsq pri obyhnyx
ocenkax resursov i pri prinqtii rewenij po
voprosam zemlepol;zovaniq, kotorye vo mnogix
sluhaqx opredelq[tsq glavnym obrazom
/konomiheskimi soobra'eniqmi. Po /toj
prihine avtory mnogix issledovanij
oxranqemyx territorij sil;no nedooceniva[t
ix rol; v kahestve istohnikov social;nyx i
/kologiheskix blag. V dejstvitel;nosti,
oxranqemye territorii Arktiki mogut prinosit;
i prinosqt znahitel;nye dolgosrohnye
/konomiheskie blaga v oblasti doxodov i
zanqtosti kak svoim stranam, tak i, v osobennosti,
mestnym naselennym punktam. Odnim iz
va'nyx istohnikov su]estvennyx prqmyx i
kosvennyx /konomiheskix blag qvlqetsq turizm. 
Na primere rqda konkretnyx sluhaev v nastoq]em
dokumente xarakterizuetsq neskol;ko oxranqemyx
rajonov Arktiki i pokazyvaetsq wirokij nabor
za]i]aemyx na nix cennostej, sredi kotoryx
zapasy presnoj vody v Arktike, mnogoobrazie
ee 'ivoj prirody, uvla'nennye zemli, lesa,
okean, pervozdannye landwafty suwi i morq,
geologiheskie bogatstva i ee narody i ix
tradicii. Reh; idet o sledu[]ix oxranqemyx
territoriqx i ix cennostqx% Svalbard, Norvegiq,
rajon oxrany belyx medvedej> Taavavuoma,
Wveciq, rajon uvla'nennyx zemel;>
Nacional;nyj park imeni Uro Kekkonena,
Finlqndiq, rajon lesov> Oxranqemaq territoriq
Brejdaf;ordur, Islandiq, izvestnaq osobymi
kahestvami primyka[]ix morskix rajonov>
Nacional;nyj park Denali, Soedinennye Wtaty,
rajon gor> i Kamhatka, Rossiq, slavq]aqsq svoimi
vulkanami i gejzerami. K drugim rassmatri-
vaemym primeram otnositsq Nacional;nyj park
Au[ittuk, Kanada, s ego osobymi landwaftami
suwi i morq i xorowimi usloviqmi 'izni
naseleniq> poluostrov Tajmyr, Rossiq, i Kativik,
Kanada, otliha[]iesq biomnogoobraziem i
tradicionnymi metodami prirodopol;zovaniq>
Nacional;nye parki Vuntut i Ivvavik, Kanada,
so svoeobraznoj kul;turoj korennyx narodov i
tesnoj svqz;[ ix 'izni s severnym olenem-
karibu> i Nacional;nyj park Grenlandii,
raspolaga[]ij cennymi vozmo'nostqmi dlq
nauhnyx issledovanij. ?ti konkretnye primery
qsno pokazyva[t, hto ka'daq oxranqemaq
territoriq sberegaet cennosti i prinosit svoej
strane pobohnye vygody i su]estvennye blaga,
po svoim maswtabam i raznoobrazi[ daleko
vyxodq]ie vo mnogix sluhaqx za predely tex
oxrannyx zadah, kotorye pervonahal;no stavilis;
pri ee sozdanii.
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V nastoq]em dokumente ukazyvaetsq, hto u
ka'doj iz stran Arktiki est; svoq sobstvennaq
sistema oxranqemyx territorij, v ramkax kotoroj
arktiheskie oxranqemye territorii sostavlq[t
liw; hast; bolee wirokoj nacional;noj seti. V
dokumente daetsq kratkoe opisanie /tix sistem.
V celom strany Arktiki soheta[t v svoix
nacional;nyx sistemax raznye podxody k
oxranqemym territoriqm. Da'e esli oxranqemaq
territoriq sozdaetsq v pervu[ ohered; s cel;[
oxrany opredelennogo nabora cennostej, ona,
kak pravilo, za]i]aet cennosti v predelax
bolee wirokogo diapazona i poro'daet mno'estvo
blag i vozmo'nostej dlq dopolnitel;nyx i
ustojhivyx sposobov prirodopol;zovaniq.
V celom, pri tom, hto 17â poverxnosti suwi v
Arktike oficial;no oxranq[tsq gosudarstvom,
mo'et pokazat;sq, hto uroven; oxrany Arktiki
otnositel;no vysok. Odnako /to vpehatlenie
obmanhivo. Naprimer, /ta cifra skryvaet tot
fakt, hto morskaq sreda oxranqetsq ohen; malo
i hto, esli iskl[hit; primerno odin million
kv. km Nacional;nogo parka Grenlandii, ob]ij
procent oxranqemoj suwi rezko upadet. Dlq
togo htoby obespehit; ustojhivost; oxranqemyx
territorij, cennostej, kotorye oni za]i]a[t,
i dolgosrohnyx blag, kotorye oni prinosqt,
neobxodimo adekvatnoe finansirovanie,
obuhennyj personal, xorowaq sistema upravleniq,
dejstvennaq sistema obespeheniq sobl[deniq
zakonov i sodejstvie so storony politiheskogo
i mestnogo rukovodstva. V nekotoryx hastqx
Arktiki finansirovanie oxranqemyx territorij
otstaet ot rosta zatrat ili sokra]aetsq> sistemy
upravleniq nesovremenny i ne sootvetstvu[t
real;nostqm i problemam nawego vremeni
nastol;ko, htoby /ffektivno oxranqt;
cennosti, radi kotoryx i sozdavalis; /ti
oxranqemye territorii.
Otnowenie k oxranqemym territoriqm
izmenilos;. V prowlom pravitel;stva oxotno
vydelqli bol;wie territorii zemli v ohen;
udalennyx rajonax dlq za]ity prirodnyx
cennostej. Vozra'eniq protiv /togo nosili
uzkolokal;nyj xarakter. ?to, v hastnosti,
ob=qsnqlos; tem, hto Arktika ne privlekala k
sebe ser;eznogo vnimaniq so storony promy-
wlennyx interesov, vkl[haq neftqnye, gazovye,
gornodobyva[]ie, lesoxozqjstvennye i
transportnye otrasli. Takoe polo'enie bystro
menqetsq. V rezul;tate hasto vyskazyva[tsq
trebovaniq otkryt; ime[]iesq oxranqemye
territorii dlq al;ternativnogo ispol;zovaniq,
sulq]ego znahitel;nye vygody s tohki zreniq
pribyli i novyx rabohix mest, no ne sootvets-
tvu[]ego celqm oxrany prirody, dlq kotoryx
/ti oxranqemye territorii byli sozdany. V
nekotoryx sluhaqx trebu[t da'e uprazdneniq
statusa oxranqemoj territorii. I pravitel;stva,
i mestnoe naselenie okazyva[tsq pered trudnym
i protivorehivym, na pervyj vzglqd, vyborom -
sleduet li podder'ivat; su]estvu[]ie ili
zaplanirovannye oxranqemye territorii ili
otdat; predpohtenie promywlennomu razviti[.
Diskussiq po /tomu voprosu mo'et raskolot;
naselenie i pravitel;stva na razlihnye gruppy,
vystupa[]ie libo za razvitie resursodobyva[]ix
otraslej i za prinosimye imi doxody, libo za
oxranu okru'a[]ej i kul;turnoj sredy. ?ti
gruppy za]i]a[t raznye nabory cennostej, i
zadaha zakl[haetsq v tom, htoby udovletvorit;
i tex, i drugix, ne 'ertvuq interesami ni odnoj
iz storon.
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Sistemam oxranqemyx territorij Arktiki
neobxodimo rewit; e]e odnu problemu -
znahitel;nyj razryv me'du stepen;[ oxrany
takix va'nyx oblastej, kak lesa, i morskoj
sredy. Po-pre'nemu bytuet mnenie, hto
oxranqemye territorii - /to ostrovki, otdelennye
ot l[dej, h;im interesam oni slu'at. ?to
mnenie hasto ukreplqlos; prowlymi sistemami
upravleniq oxranqemyx territorij. Vse /to
zastavlqet zadumat;sq nad sledu[]im voprosom%
qvlqetsq li dal;nejwaq oxrana prirodnyx i
kul;turnyx cennostej v Arktike pervooherednoj
ili dostatohno va'noj zadahej, htoby uspewno
konkurirovat; s al;ternativnymi sposobami
prirodopol;zovaniq* I e]e% qvlqetsq li
vydelenie zemel; i vod putem special;nyx
zakonodatel;nyx mer luhwim i edinstvennym
metodom oxrany /tix cennostej*
Nesmotrq na rastu]ie trudnosti, u nas est; vse
osnovaniq dlq optimizma v otnowenii budu]ego
oxrany Arktiki. V bol;winstve rajonov
Arktiki sozda[tsq sistemy oxranqemyx
territorij, rasshitannye na udovletvorenie
zakonnyx interesov i ustremlenij mestnogo
naseleniq, ob]in korennyx narodov i biznesa.
Imeetsq mnogo ob]estvennyx mnogostoronnix
organizacij dlq obsu'deniq sootvetstvu[]ix
problem. Mestnye vlasti vse ha]e osu]estvlq[t
upravlenie i prinqtie rewenij sovmestno s
korennymi narodami i hastnym sektorom.
Optimizm vnuwaet tak'e i to obstoqtel;stvo,
hto vse bol;we o bol;we l[dej ponima[t i
vysoko stavqt cennosti, za]i]aemye oxranqemymi
territoriqmi, i blaga, kotorye oni sposobny
prinesti ob]inam i /kosistemam.
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Protected areas come in all sizes and shapes ranging
from the monuments at Angkor in South East Asia
to the vast plains of the Serengeti National Park in
Africa. Whatever their characteristics, all protected
areas or sites have one thing in common – they have
value to society. Just as there is a wide diversity in
types of protected areas, there is likewise, a wide
diversity in the values they protect and represent.
Furthermore, these values are not static – they change
over time. For example, although we know too little
about the earliest protected sites, many were valued
mainly because of their direct benefits to people. Such
sites could have spiritual, religious or political sig-
nificance (i.e. the great pyramids of Egypt and Mexico,
the recently decimated Buddha’s of Afghanistan, the
totems of North America’s west coast, or the great
cathedrals of Europe). Others had military, navigation
or educational values such as the Great Wall of China,
the Lighthouse and the Great Library of Alexandria.
Other early sites had important economic or subsis-
tence values. These included, for example, the hunting
preserves of medieval aristocracies or ancient dynasties. 
Beginning in the 19th century, values other than
those directly benefiting humans gained more
prominence and societies set aside special areas for
other values including as habitats for other species,
for geological or scenic uniqueness, for ecological
functions or for sheer aesthetic appeal. Collectively,
these are termed “natural” values. Indeed, the history
of protecting areas in the 19th and well into the
20th centuries demonstrated a clear trend towards
protecting sites primarily for these latter values.
During that period, there was a marked growth in
national park, wildlife reserve and strict nature
reserve designations. There was also a trend towards
designating larger and larger tracts as “protected”.
Examples are Krueger National Park, South Africa,
established in 1898 and the nearly 1 million km2
Greenland National Park, the world’s largest,
established in 1974. 
Another trend during that period was a shift in gov-
ernance away from private or communal ownership
towards public, national ownership and stewardship
of protected areas, coupled with the establishment of
government branches dedicated to their management.
Examples are the United States, or Canadian parks
services. There was also a rise in international 
co-operation to protect natural resources seen as
dwindling or at risk due to increasing human activity,
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transportation and industrial development.
International and regional treaties were signed
ranging from commitments to protect species from
over-exploitation to protecting special ecosystems
such as wetlands.
Often areas established to protect their “natural”
values entailed prohibiting, regulating or restricting
human uses deemed to conflict with the ecological and
natural values for which the areas were established.
This was not welcomed by those with the viewpoint
that human-oriented values should be predominant and
over time, this led to the perception that “protected
areas” were, in effect, islands set apart from the
mainstream of human activity. Inevitably, conflicts
ensued between the proponents of the two apparently
opposing sets of values: those who considered “natural”
values as primary and those who considered “human
use” values predominant. Frequently, the differing
perceptions were seen as incompatible, in competition,
and mutually exclusive. 
More recently, there have been efforts to better
accommodate the two visions and balance the two
sets of interests. The challenge is to prevent the
pendulum from swinging too far in any one direction
or having any one group of values overly-dominate
the other. Methods that are being used can include
categorising or classifying different types of protected
areas by their predominant values and management
objectives. For instance, the IUCN (World Conservation
Union) system in wide use globally, classifies pro-
tected areas into six categories ranging from strict
nature protection with highly restricted human access
to areas designated primarily for managed human use.
IUCN PROTECTED AREA CATEGORIES
I. Strict Nature Reserve/Wilderness Area
II. National Park
III. Natural Monument
IV. Habitat/Species Management Area
V. Protected Landscape/Seascape
VI. Managed Resource Protected Area
2
The Arctic is a unique region encompassing nearly 30
million km2. It includes an ocean, multiple seas and
a surrounding land mass of over 14 million km2. The
Arctic ranges across eight countries each with its own
protected area regime and national and regional pro-
tected area agencies. Despite its wealth of natural
resources including oil, gas, minerals, freshwater and
forests, the Arctic until recently has been relatively
immune to some of the major anthropogenic pressures
present in more southern countries. It remains sparsely
settled and largely unaffected by intensive economic
development and human activity, by large-scale indus-
trialisation, by urbanisation and by extensive trans-
portation systems. The main reason for this isolation
and limited development has been the harsh climate,
low temperatures and lack of technologies suited
for Arctic conditions. However, all that is changing.
Recent technological advances in transportation,
construction and resource extraction have made
the Arctic increasingly accessible and attractive for
development and people. In fact, in all regions of
the Arctic except Russia’s north, there is a veritable
population boom and increasingly, mines, offshore
and onshore oil and gas facilities, forestry operations
and roadways dot the landscape. 
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A LAND OF THE PEOPLE
The Arctic has high and diverse cultural values
and traditions. It is home to many ancient societies
including the Inuit of North America, the Saami
of northern Europe, Russia and Scandinavia and at
least 40 distinct peoples of Northern Russia and the
Aleutian Islands. Overall, there are over 50 separate
groups of indigenous aboriginal peoples throughout
the Arctic, each with its own distinct culture,
traditions and lifestyle.
A WORLD OF NATURAL VALUES
The Arctic has high natural values. For instance,
it contains much of the world’s remaining pristine
wilderness area and unfragmented landscapes. Over
forty percent of its area is marine which consists of
the Arctic Ocean itself and many coastal seas, bays
and fjords. The Arctic contains most of the Northern
Hemisphere’s supply of fresh water in the form of
glacial ice and the great rivers that flow north from
Eurasia and North America into Arctic waters. There
are abundant mountains, wetlands and marshes, the
vast Arctic plain known as the tundra, and great
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II. THE ARCTIC 
stretches of forested area. Vegetation ranges from
the dense covering of alpine meadows to the occasional
solitary plant surviving in the high Arctic desert, to
large kelp forests along the coasts. The Arctic hosts a
surprisingly wide array of resident insect, bird, mammal
and fish life, and includes several of the richest fishing
grounds in the world. During the short, intense
spring and summer seasons, the Arctic also hosts
millions of migratory animals from around the globe. 
A TRADITION OF PROTECTION
The Arctic countries have a long and proud tradition
of protecting natural values and were among the
earliest to establish protected areas. For example, the
United States established Yellowstone National Park,
the world’s first national park, in 1877 and began the
Alaskan park system in 1917. Sweden established nine
national parks as early as 1909, the first such parks
in Europe. Canada established its first migratory bird
sanctuary, Last Mountain Lake, in 1887 and its first
northern park, Wood Buffalo National Park,in 1922. 
As has been the case with other constituencies of
the world, the initial priority for Arctic governmental
agencies was to protect the Arctic’s natural values
including its wildlife resources. An important tool
was to legally establish protected areas at sites with
high ecological and natural values. Each country has
already placed a portion of its terrestrial territory
under some form of legal protection for the primary
purpose of protecting its ecological and natural
values. With respect to the marine environment,
however, the level of protection lags far behind.
Terrestrial Sites (greater than 10 km2) 
Protected for Natural Values in the Circumpolar
Arctic - 2000
Country Number of Total Arctic Percent 
Protected Area Arctic 
Areas Protected Land Area
(km2) Protected
Canada 61 500,842 9.5%
Finland 54 24,530 30.8%
Greenland 15 993,070 45.6%
Iceland 24 12,397 12.0%
Norway 39 41,380 25.3%
Russia 110 625,518 09.9%
Sweden 47 21,707 22.8%
USA (Alaska) 55 296,499 50.2%
Total 405 2,515,943 17.0%
Arctic Flora and Fauna: Status and Conservation, Arctic
Council, 2001
Note: Separate figures not available for marine protection
Each Arctic country has a national system of protected
areas that, for the most part, have been protected
for their ecological and natural values. The Arctic
component of most of these systems is but a portion of
the wider national system. Overall, the Arctic countries
employ a combination of protected area approaches.
These include land-use restrictions inside protected
areas, setting areas aside to preserve their natural
state, and focusing on protection of species through
restrictions and regulations on users of biological
resources (chiefly hunters and fishers), which also
extend beyond protected areas per se. It is the specific
combination of these approaches that differentiates
the national systems. While the governance details
and criteria for designating protected areas differ
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across the Arctic countries, there is an underlying
commonality to them in that habitat, species and
ecosystem conservation have served as the primary
designation criteria while a variety of other criteria
have been of secondary importance.1
CIRCUMPOLAR CO-OPERATION
In 1991, the Arctic countries agreed to co-operate
for Arctic environmental protection and for the
sustainable development of its resources. They re-
affirmed this commitment in 1996 with the formal
establishment of the intergovernmental Arctic Council.
Protected areas were identified as a priority. Also in
1996, the eight countries adopted a Circumpolar
Protected Areas Network (CPAN) Strategy and Action
Plan and a set of Principles and Guidlines. As laid out
in these documents, the primary objectives of CPAN
are to protect critical habitat throughout the Arctic
and to ensure representativeness of ecosystems at a
circumpolar level. In summary, as a network, CPAN
seeks to provide a mechanism and process for inter-
national co-operation to protect the full range of
natural values found throughout the entire Arctic
ecosystem, since each country alone cannot achieve
full coverage. CPAN also seeks to protect cultural
values and provide for traditional indigenous use
of natural resources and to provide for education,
recreation, tourist and other human needs as well.
CPAN also contributes to the implementation of
several international programmes and conventions
such as the Conventions on Biological Diversity or
Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar) and
the Man and the Biosphere Programme (MAB). 
The full range of values intended to be protected
through CPAN include:
• the dynamic biodiversity of the Arctic region in
perpetuity
• the wide variety of Arctic systems and successional
states across their natural range of variation
• viable populations of all Arctic species
• ecological and evolutionary processes 
• habitats of migratory species and other wide-
ranging species
• relatively undisturbed areas as a natural heritage
of global significance
• the diversity of ecosystems, processes, species and
genetic varieties
• the dynamic and shared marine environment and
its species
• significant biogeographic features
• indigenous cultures of the north
• significant cultural features.
The Arctic countries also agreed that CPAN would:
• seek to minimise negative impacts of world popu-
lation growth and economic development on the
biological diversity and integrity of the Arctic while
providing for traditional indigenous use and educa-
tional, recreational, tourist and other human needs
• safeguard many of the world’s outstanding areas
of living richness, natural beauty and cultural
significance
• provide core sites and facilities for a wide range
of Arctic research and monitoring 
• provide a framework and a context for countries
contiguous to a sensitive area to collaborate for
area protection (e.g. Canada/Greenland, Russia/
Norway, Russia/USA)
• provide additional stimulation to countries to
protect their Arctic ecosystems, habitats and
species
• facilitate ecological, informational and physical
linkages among protected areas.
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1. Legare G. and Belikov, S., National Principles and Mechanisms for Establishing Protected Areas in the Circumpolar Arctic, Conservation of Arctic
Flora and Fauna Programme, Ottawa, 1996,
REGIONAL CO-OPERATION
Within the Arctic there are also regional alliances
including:
• the North American Commission on Environmental
Co-operation which is seeking a continental
network of marine protected areas extending to
the Arctic
• the Barents Euro-Arctic Co-operation which is seek-
ing a network of protected areas in the Barents
portion of Scandinavia and North-west Russia
• the European Union, which includes several
Scandinavian countries and is implementing a
protected area initiative termed “Natura 2000”
which includes an Arctic component
• the Nordic Council of Ministers which has devel-
oped an Arctic action plan, is reviewing protected
areas and related issues in the five Nordic countries
and supporting extensive research.
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Arctic protected areas provide a greater array of global,
national, local and community benefits for nature
and for people than is generally realised. Many of
these benefits are difficult to quantify and cost. As a
result, they are often poorly accounted for in conven-
tional resource evaluations and in land use decisions.
The result is that many analyses of protected areas
considerably undervalue their role in providing societal
and ecological benefits. The following chart summarises
some of the main benefits and values generated by
protected areas.
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III. VALUES AND BENEFITS OF ARCTIC PROTECTED AREAS
Values of Protected Areas2
Natural physical values can encompass functions and
relative importance of a protected area for sequestering
carbon, as a watershed, for pollution filtration. 
Natural ecological values can encompass functions and
relative importance of a protected area as species habitat
including for sustenance, breeding, migration, natural
evolution, adaptations.
Economic values can include direct or indirect monetary,
commercial and employment benefits to a community/
country derived from tourism, cottage industries,
agricultural grazing and others.
Cultural and Heritage values can include the importance
of protected areas in representing the characteristics that
formed a society’s distinct character and the historical
importance of a site in shaping a society or people;
spiritual values attributed to a site are also included.
Recreation values can include the worth of a site for
consumptive (i.e. sport hunting) or non-consumptive
(hiking, camping, photography, etc.) activities. 
Subsistence use values can include the worth of a site as
human habitation or providing human nourishment prior
to western economic development or uses.
Societal values can include the importance of a protected
area to a society at large often reflected in the funding or
political priority attached to the site.
Landscape values can include the visual characteristics
and their relative importance to local communities,
nations or internationally.
Educational values can include the use of a site to train
or teach people and make them aware of their physical and
natural surroundings and its biodiversity. 
Scientific and research values can include the importance
of a site in contributing to an overall understanding of the
natural environment and the consequences of natural vs
human-caused, or anthropogenic, changes.
2. Arctic Protected Areas: A Question of Values, unpublished paper, J. Pagnan, 2002
As the case studies in this document demonstrate, even
though a protected area may be established for one
overriding conservation objective, it will generally
generate and protect a variety of other values and
provide opportunity for uses which are sustainable
and complementary to its main natural values. Main-
taining these multiple values is, of course, a matter
of having clear conservation and sustainability
priorities and effective, rational governance.
WATER IN ABUNDANCE
In recent decades, parts of the world have experienced
catastrophic droughts and shortages of freshwater
have become a major global issue. In comparison to
many parts of the globe, the Arctic is blessed with
an abundance of freshwater and holds a high
proportion of the world’s freshwater resources. For
example, eight of the world’s largest rivers are in the
Arctic and pour 4,200 km3 of freshwater into the
Arctic basin and seas annually. Where Arctic rivers
drain into the seas, they form some of the world’s
most important deltas. A number of these have been
protected. For example, Russia has established pro-
tected areas at the deltas of the Ob,Yenisey, Lena,
Pechora and Kolyma Rivers; the USA, Norway and
Canada have established protected areas at the deltas
of the Yukon, Altaelva and Nelson Rivers, respectively. 
The watercourses of Arctic rivers drain more than half
of the land area of North America and the Russian
federation and form two of the largest watershed
mosaics in the world. The importance of protecting
these watersheds in order to maintain freshwater
quality is increasingly recognised by the global com-
munity. Although the Arctic states have established
protected areas at some of the strategic watershed
sites and regulate point-source pollution along impor-
tant waterways, watershed protection has not gen-
erally been a major priority in designating protected
areas to date. Finland, however, has legislation to
protect entire hydrological entities and complete
watershed areas. 
The Arctic landscape is dotted with lakes and some
of the world’s largest lakes occur there, for example,
Great Bear and Great Slave lakes in Canada and Lakes
Taimyr, Ladoga and Onega in Russia. Lakes cover 8.5%
of Sweden and 10% of Finland. Some Arctic lakes, for
example Lake Myvatn in Iceland, are protected. In
some countries, such as Finland, legislation is in place
to protect the water quality of lakes by prohibiting
most lakeshore development and by regulating inputs
and water withdrawals. During the ice-covered period,
which can extend throughout much of the year, parts
of the Arctic such as Yakutia and Greenland, still
carry on the practice of harvesting blocks of ice for
domestic use.
The largest permanent freshwater deposit in the
Arctic is glacial ice. Areas of the Arctic with sig-
nificant glacial ice coverage include the large Arctic
islands of Russia (i.e., Novaya Zemlya and Severnaya
Zemlya), south-western Alaska, south-east Iceland
and the Greenland ice cap which at 1.7 million km2,
holds 10% of the world’s freshwater supply. To date,
Arctic countries have given high protection to glaciers
and their important water supplies and many national
parks or other protected areas have been established
in their vicinity. Examples are Glacier Bay National
Park (USA), Quttinirpaaq (Ellesmere Island) National
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Park (Canada), Greenland National Park (Greenland),
Skaftafell (Iceland), North West Spitsbergen National
Park (Norway), and the Severnaya Zemlya Sanctuary
(Russia). In addition to protecting valuable water
resources, these glacier-based protected areas are
also prime tourist destinations because of their
spectacular vistas and thus generate important
economic benefits. 
PROTECTING GLOBAL BIODIVERSITY
Arctic countries are signatories to the 1992 Convention
on Biological Diversity: through this and other legal
instruments they have committed to protecting 
wildlife and their important habitats as a
contribution to the global effort. The Convention 
on Biological Diversity calls for global and regional
systems of protected areas and the Circumpolar
Protected Area Network is being implemented
partially in response to this commitment.
Wildlife species in the Arctic are either permanent
residents or migratory. Among the more important
permanent residents are polar bears, musk-ox, caribou
and reindeer, Arctic wolf and fox, lemmings, wolverines,
ptarmigans, Snowy owls, snow-buntings, walrus, sea
otters, many varieties of seal, and cetaceans such
as the orca, or Killer, bowhead, narwhal and beluga
whales. Admittedly, the number of permanent resident
wildlife species in the Arctic is lower than in more
temperate or tropical regions. Nonetheless, these
species are globally unique and each has great value
within the short Arctic food-chain. Many have been
relied on for millennia and continue to be important
to Arctic indigenous peoples and their ways of life. 
An additional and indispensable global role played
by the Arctic is as the summer home and breeding
ground to millions of migratory wildlife from all over
the globe, including Antarctica. Over 250 species of
birds including geese, shorebirds, seabirds, and many
others flock to the Arctic each spring to enjoy the
rich breeding grounds and abundant nutrient supplies.
Arctic waters also receive several species of marine
mammal such as the humpback and grey whales
and various seals. For over a century, the northern
countries have been setting aside sanctuaries and
reserves to protect both resident and migratory wild-
life. Examples are: national wildlife areas and migratory
bird sanctuaries and regional ecological reserves
in Canada; national wildlife refuges, state game
sanctuaries, game refuges and critical habitat areas
in the USA (Alaska); nature reserves in Greenland;
strict nature reserves and wilderness areas in Finland,
and in Russia, national zakazniks, (wildlife sanctuaries)
and regional reserves. Other types of protected area
designations such as national parks usually have wild-
life protection in their mandates and countries have
also adopted stringent hunting regulations to protect
species from over-exploitation. 
Arctic protected areas also contribute to global efforts
to stem species extinctions. All eight countries are
signatories to the Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species (CITES). Fortunately to date
the majority of Arctic species are not listed as
“endangered” or “threatened” although there are
notable exceptions. Some examples are the Peary
caribou, Lesser white-fronted goose, Steller’s eider,
Steller’s sea lion, Siberian crane, Whooping crane,
some populations of polar bear, Bowhead whale, and
the walrus. Arctic countries have been particularly
vigilant in setting aside areas to protect these and
other Arctic species threatened with decline. For
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example, Norway strictly protects polar bears on
Svalbard. Sweden has set up a protected area for the
Lesser white-fronted goose. Russia has established
several protected areas on the Taimyr Peninsula and
along the Laptev coast to protect the walrus. The
Arctic countries also set aside areas to protect migra-
tory species from harm during their stay in the Arctic.
For example, Russia protects the Grey whale and the
Snow goose at the Wrangel Island Zapovednik and
surrounding waters.
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Svalbard, Norway: 
Protecting the Polar Bear – Symbol of the Arctic
The Svalbard Archipelago covers 62, 700 km2 in the middle
of the Barents Sea, north of mainland Norway. Since the
Svalbard Treaty of 1920 it has been under Norwegian
sovereignty as part of the Kingdom of Norway and there
are today three small settlements and research stations of
Norwegians, one of Russians and a Polish research station.
In addition, there are small meteorological stations on two
remote islands: Hopen and Bjrrnrya (Bear Island). For over
400 years it has been intermittently inhabited by Europeans,
chiefly whalers in the early days, but since 1906, also by coal miners. The archipelago is 60% covered by glaciers but has
a relatively mild climate relative to other areas that far north due to the moderating influence of the Arctic Seas and the
North Atlantic current. Svalbard is the site of Norway’s efforts to protect the polar bear.
Sixty percent of Svalbard’s land area is protected and the islands contain three national parks (all on the largest island,
Spitzbergen), three nature reserves, a plant preservation territory and 15 minor bird reserves. In addition the remote
and isolated Bear Island – located between the Svalbarfd Archipelago and mainland Norway – discovered and named by
Wilhelm Barents when killing a polar bear there in 1596, was designated as a 177 km2 nature reserve in August 2002. A
new protected areas plan has been worked out, and if the proposed six new areas are established the level of terrestrial
protection may reach 64%. One of these areas is the island Hopen which is one of the most important and best polar bear
breeding sites in Svalbard. Governance of these protected areas rests with the Governor of Svalbard under the guidance
and supervision of the Directorate for Nature Management. 
The Svalbard Archipelago has a very rich concentration of biodiversity. While dwarf birches are the only trees, there are
165 plant species in the 6-7% of the archipelago which has plant cover. There are 41 species of birds, and although
ptarmigans are year-round residents, migrant fulmars, petrels, auks and kittiwakes flock to its cliffs yearly to nest and
geese, waders and eiders migrate to other areas in the archipelago. The principal mammals are the Svalbard reindeer,
Arctic fox, short-tailed vole and, of course, the polar bear. In the waters and ice around Svalbard are six common species
of seals and four common species of whales. Cod, capelin, Norwegian haddock, Greenland halibut and shrimp are commercial
fish stocks harvested primarily by Norway and Russia
PRESERVING PLANT LIFE AND THE GENE POOL
Arctic vegetation has aesthetic, ecological, educational,
recreational, subsistence and scientific values to the
people of the Arctic and, increasingly, to the global
community. One of the recurring myths about the
Arctic is that it is practically barren of vegetation.
While it is true that its glacial and desert regions
have sparse vegetation, in fact much of the Arctic
has a rich vegetation cover. At least 6,000 species
of flowering plants, lichens and mosses occur in the
tundra zone alone. The Arctic landmass includes
representatives of all major plant types from the
tiniest lichens and mosses to over a dozen species of
trees. During the short spring and summer seasons
the Arctic tundra, a massive treeless plain circling
the northern part of the globe, springs to life and
becomes a carpet of flowering plants, lichens and
grasses. Of the flowering plants, many are endemic
and found only in the Arctic and some ninety-six
species are classified as rare. Unfortunately, countries
have been slow to protect much of this rare plant
life in its own right. For example 61% of rare endemic
taxa occur outside protected areas. Of the more
common plant types, 47% lack formal protection,
30% are fully protected and the remaining 23% 
are partially protected. 
In addition to supporting migratory wildlife during
their short breeding season, Arctic vegetation supports
resident herbivore species of the Arctic such as the
caribou, reindeer and musk ox. However, Arctic
plant-life grows slowly and can only support a
limited amount of grazing. Therefore, the ranges of
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One of the most significant wildlife populations in Svalbard is the polar bear. Kong Karls Land, a nature reserve, is the best
polar bear breeding site on Svalbard. The bears are protected throughout Svalbard and hunting them was banned in 1973.
Since that date, they have been protected under the circumpolar International Polar Bear Agreement as well as under
Svalbard law and regulations. The bears concentrate on the pack ice east and north of the islands moving south in the
winter with the ice, where they will often come ashore. Human-bear encounters are rather common in Svalbard and anyone
going outside of the main settlements is advised to carry a large calibre rifle for defence. Bears can be killed only in self-
defence and all kills are examined for harassment, chasing or other provocations. In fact, harvesting and environmental
regulations are very strict and comprehensive on Svalbard and most wildlife is protected throughout the archipelago with
limited hunting seasons for some few species outside the protected areas. The Svalbard Environmental Protection Act that
entered into force July 1, 2002 is quite unique since for the first time all environmental regulations for one area have
been collected in one act. The act introduces a general principle that all flora and fauna are basically protected. Only
controlled and limited harvesting is allowed so that the species’ natural productivity, diversity and habitats are preserves. 
Svalbard is becoming a more popular tourist destination, especially for cruise ships, and tourist regulations are strict.
More than 40,000 tourists visit Svalbard every year, three-quarters of them arriving by cruise ships (2001). Statistics for
the 1996-2001 period shows an increase of 130% in the number of landing sites indicating that an increasing number of
visitors are landing at often very remote places, including significant polar bear habitats. Disposing of wastes, hunting and
fishing (out of season), disturbing birds and mammals, removing fossils and plants, the use of all-terrain vehicles, putting
up buildings and landing aircraft are all prohibited. All tour operators and any individual tourists must clear any visits to
the protected areas with the Governor’s office.
Overall, habitat and wildlife on Svalbard are probably among the most protected in the Arctic which is in line with the
objectives of the Norwegian government. Threats to the ecological values protected on Svalbard, in addition to new
Norwegian and Russian mining projects underway, come from offshore and are chiefly the threat of ocean-bound pollution
from Europe and Russia, spills from oil and gas development in the Barents Sea, potential marine disasters as shipping
increases, and the growing influx of tourists.
these species are necessarily large. Countries have
taken steps to protect important tracts of the tundra
critical for these herbivores. Examples are the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska which protects the
Porcupine caribou herd, North-west Spitsbergen
National Park that protects the Svalbard reindeer,
and the Great Arctic Nature Reserve of Russia which
helps protect the Tundra reindeer. Greenland’s
National Park protects the grazing grounds of the
largest herd of musk oxen in the Arctic. 
Arctic countries are co-operating to conserve 
the genetic heritage of their plant life as a unique 
contribution to the global initiative to preserve the
genetic diversity and vegetation heritage of the earth.
Arctic scientists regularly collect representative samples
of Arctic plant life and have set up a special repository
on Spitsbergen to conserve the samples and gene pool. 
A WEALTH OF WETLANDS
Underlying much of the Arctic is a layer of frozen
soil termed “permafrost” the upper portion of which,
along with the snowcover, melts in the spring to
form a rich blanket of marshes and wetlands in 
low-lying areas, providing ideal breeding habitat for
a wide range of species. The Arctic is also blessed
with an extensive network of permanent wetlands. 
Migratory waterbirds visiting the Arctic depend on
wetlands and all eight Arctic countries are signa-
tories to the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance. Together, as of 2000 the
countries had designated 44 International Ramsar sites
in the Arctic, with more proposed. Some 136 species
of migratory birds breeding in the Arctic depend on
wetlands as well as on wetlands in the countries where
they over-winter. Of the nearly 1200 Ramsar sites
designated globally, over 800 are used as important
wintering sites for Arctic birds. 
FORESTS IN THE ARCTIC - A MULTITUDE OF VALUES
Lying between the great northern boreal forest and
the Arctic tundra lies the forest-tundra transition zone.
Here, forest cover is interspersed with tundra-like
vegetation and areas of sparse tree growth. Arctic
forests have important physical and biological values.
For example, they stabilise and protect fragile northern
soils and nutrients, prevent erosion, conserve water
resources and watershed capabilities, act as carbon
storage and filter pollutants through their soils and
wetland areas. The shifts in distribution of Arctic
forest areas and in the occurrence of wildfires are also
an important indicator of climate change. Biologically,
the forest-tundra transition zone contains 15 known
tree species and plays a vital role as habitat for many
Arctic species such as moose, crane, lynx, snow-shoe
hare, some populations of caribou and reindeer during
winter periods, as well as many smaller creatures,
migratory birds and a host of insect and lower-order
plant life. These areas have been critical for many
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indigenous societies who have used them extensively
as centres of subsistence for centuries. To date,
industrial timber operations in this critical region
have been minimal due to the cost of exploitation
and the relatively poor quality of the stands. How-
ever, as technology improves and world pressure for
resources increases, this could change. Unfortunately,
one of the least protected systems in the Arctic are
its forested zones although there are some notable
exceptions. For example, Greenland has fully protected
its Qingua Valley, its only forested area, under special
legislation since 1962, and Sweden has two acts in
place under which it has established over 600 crown
forest reserves throughout Sweden. Several national
parks and zapovedniks also contain forest resources
but were not specifically established for that purpose. 
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Taavavuoma, Sweden: 
Conserving Valuable Wetlands 
Situated in Northern Lapland near Kiruna, Taavavuoma
is a 287 km2 mire complex which is extremely rich in
birdlife. It is designated as an International Wetland
under the Ramsar Convention and is a Specially
Protected Area under the Natura 2000 Program of the
European Union. There are also proposals to designate
the area as a national park. The area is government
owned and managed by Statens Fastighetsverk.
Taavavuoma is a large wetland situated in a low-lying
part of the tundra landscape and is surrounded by
plateaux and the Tsaktso Mountains. It contains the
densest concentration of “palsas” in Sweden. Palsas
are mounds or raised areas in peat bogs containing permafrost. They are formed by frost raising the land surface. These
eventually disintegrate leaving behind pools of water, which are favoured habitat for ducks and wading birds. Long-tailed
skuas and other birds of prey often use palsas as vantage points. The area is drained by a small mountain stream which
forms part of the largest river system in Sweden not tapped to produce hydro-electricity. The climate is Arctic-like with
cold winters and short summers. The vegetation is chiefly sedges and mosses. Tall, thick willow thickets line the streams
and lakes and there are significant birch woods.
Over 80 species of birds, particularly ducks and waders, have been recorded at Taavavuoma, almost half or them nesting
birds. Density is very high with over 70 duck pairs and 300 passerines per square kilometre. Among the common species
are red-necked phalaropes, ruffs, teals and pintails. Rare bird species include red-throated pipits, bar-tailed godwits, great
snipe and spotted redshank. Birds of prey include rough-legged buzzards, hen harriers, golden and white-tailed eagles,
gyrfalcons and occasionally peregrines, short eared, and snowy owls. The Arctic fox has become extinct in the area but
other mammals include red fox, wolverines, brown bears and elk. Stunted char, grayling and some salmon inhabit the
streams and perch and pike live in the lakes.
The area is wild and remote and at present, there are no outdoor or recreation facilities site although the site does receive
some visitors from outside (mainly fishermen and some berry gatherers) who come in by foot, snowmobile or by seaplane.
The area supports traditional reindeer herding and there is a traditional route for migrating reindeer along the river. Overall
the area is still subject to minimal disturbance and other than climate change, immediate threats are minimal. 
SECURING MARINE VALUES
The Arctic’s marine environment is crucial for global
climate and for regulating the world’s ocean currents.
It provides year-round habitat for a multitude of
marine mammals and seabirds and supports hundreds
of thousands of migratory whales, seals and birds.
Its seas such as the Bering and Barents contain
some of the richest fisheries in the world. Marine
wildlife tends to congregate in a few critical areas
throughout the Arctic. One favoured area, and a
feature unique to the icy marine environment are
the “polynyas” - patches of open water that can
recur in the same location year after year as ice
forms seasonally around them. Examples are the
Northwater Polynya between Greenland and Canada,
and the Great Siberian Polynya in the Laptev Sea. 
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Urho Kekkonen National Park, Finland: 
Protecting Forest Values 
Located in north-east portion of Finland known as Lapland,
the park is 2530 km2 in size and was established in 1983
by an Act of the Finnish Parliament. State owned, it is
managed by Metsähallitus, the Forest and Park Service and
is Finland’s second largest national park. It contains a
multi-faceted mixture of high rocky fells, gently sloping
uplands, Scots pine and Norway spruce forest stands, bogs
and river valleys. In the forested area, the ground is
blanketed with moss and lichens. There are extensive
aapa bogs in open areas. The park is also close by a large
wilderness area on the Russian side of the border, forming
a large, combined pristine area in north-east Europe.
The park was established primarily to protect the forest, along with the peatland and fell ecosystems of Lapland and
also to preserve conditions for traditional reindeer herding which was established in the region toward the end of the
19th century. Hole trap remains endure from Saami hunts of wild reindeer and old reindeer fences and herders’ huts reflect
Saami reindeer husbandry. This remains the most important occupation in the park and it enjoys special status here. The
park is also one of Finland’s most popular wilderness hiking locales. Gold panning by traditional methods is still permitted
but the taking of pearly freshwater mussels, which occurred formerly, is now banned. 
Other than protecting the northern forest and traditional pursuits, the main value generated by the park is providing
tourism and recreation space. It receives between 150,000-200,000 visits a year and has tourist facilities and a tourist
resort with capacity for 10,000 campers on the park’s border (Saariselka). Saariselka is one of the largest tourist
destinations in Lapland and provides over 200 fulltime jobs and over 25 million Euros in revenue. Hence, it is very
important to local communities and the region as a whole. Local people also use it for hunting, fishing and, of course,
reindeer herding. The main tourist attractions are the park’s natural landscape, its quiet and its wilderness quality.
While there are few immediate threats to the park, its forest area may be threatened by global climate change as it is very
near the treeline. Also, as reindeer pasture outside the park has become scarcer, the pasture inside the park has become
correspondingly more valuable. Nature based tourism continues to grow in Northern Finland, further enhancing the park’s
value as a major site for sustainable tourism.
In addition to its value as wildlife habitat, the marine
environment has sustained Arctic peoples since earliest
times. In fact, many Arctic societies such as the Inuit
and coastal Saami, depended almost exclusively on
marine resources. Europeans were also extensive users of
the Arctic’s marine resources and, in fact, almost drove
many of its species to extinction due to excessive
exploitation and unsustainable hunting practices. 
Eight marine areas of the Arctic have been interna-
tionally recognised for their values as Large Marine
Ecosystems (LMEs), areas of ocean characterised by
their high productivity, distinct marine features, and by
their species interactions. Globally, LMEs produce 90%
of the world’s fish catch. LMEs in the Arctic include the
West and East Greenland Shelves, the Iceland Shelf, the
Faroe Plateau, the Norwegian Shelf, the Barents Sea,
and the East and the West Bering Sea which produces
50% of the USA annual catch. LME status for a marine
area does not give it formal legal protection but is an
acknowledgement of the very high ecological and eco-
nomic values the area holds for the global community. 
Fisheries are of high economic and cultural value to
the Arctic countries and many Arctic communities
depend on them. Consequently, and in addition to
establishing formal marine protected areas, countries
also conserve marine values and productivity of their
valuable fish stocks by declaring no-catch zones as
the need arises. This renders an area off-limits to
commercial fishing interests on a temporary basis
in order to protect fish resources during sensitive
breeding seasons or from over-exploitation or other
disturbance. Countries also routinely set quotas for
fish catches and close important rivers to fishing
operations and other types of development during
fish migrations and the spawning season.
Despite the enormous values of the marine environ-
ment to people and to other species, countries have
traditionally shied away from formally protecting it.
Some early exceptions are Greenland’s Melville Bay and
the 3-mile coastal zone of the Greenland National
Park, the Alaska Maritime and the Izembek National
Wildlife Refuges in the USA (Alaska), Canada’s Cape
Dorset, East Bay, Prince Leopold Island migratory bird
sanctuaries and a portion of Auyuittuq National Park,
and Norway’s Bliksbaer, Karl Soyvaer and Nord-Fugloy
nature reserves. Despite these and other initial efforts,
protection has remained low at less than 2%. How-
ever, that trend may be changing. For example,
in the 1990’s, both Iceland and Russia formally
protected large marine areas. Iceland established the
Breidafjordur Marine Conservation Area in 1995 to
conserve the biota, land and seascapes and geological
formations and cultural heritage, and to accommodate
sustainable resource exploitation and retain traditional
uses. In 1993, Russia declared the 42,000 km2 Great
Arctic Reserve which includes several offshore islands
and extensive stretches of the Kara Sea. Russia also
protected the whole of Franz-Joseph Land and its
marine component, a large island complex within
Russia’s 200-mile economic zone. In 1999, Russia
also extended the marine protection of the Wrangel
Island Zapovednik out to the 12-mile limit. 
Countries are also engaged in planning for systems of
marine protected areas. For example, Canada has iden-
tified 10 natural marine regions in the Arctic and is
in the process of identifying outstanding marine areas
to represent each of these regions. When established
as marine conservation areas, these areas will be
managed for sustainable use and will also include
zones of high protection. Norway has identified a
series of marine areas for additional protection and
the USA is currently assessing which of its marine
zones need further protection. In addition, under the
Circumpolar Protected Area Network project, the eight
countries are collaborating to identify sensitive Arctic
marine areas of high natural value. 
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Breidafjordur Marine Conservation Area, Iceland:
Conserving Natural History in a 
Multiple Use Context
Breidafjordur is a large, shallow bay 50 km wide by 125 km
long with an area of 2,874 km2, of which about half is
included in the conservation area. To the south it is flanked
by the Snaefellsnes peninsula, the Western Fjords peninsula
to the north, and the Snaefellsjokull glacier which is now
included in the Snaefellsnes National Park. A narrow coastal
strip along the bay contains farms and small urban areas.
The land/seascape consists of shallow seas, small fjords and bays and a rich intertidal area with 3000 islands, islets and
skerries. The bay contains one-half of Iceland’s intertidal area and about one third of its coastline.
Unlike many of the case studies presented, Breidafjordur was established in an inhabited area with a long history of
resource use. It is a multiple use marine conservation area in West Iceland established in 1995 by a special law. The
primary goal of the area is conservation of the natural environment, including fisheries and the better management of
commercial stocks. Strict protection and exclusion was not possible except in limited areas or for temporary periods of
time. Overall, the area is classified as a Habitat/Species Management Conservation Area (IUCN Category IV) but within it
are zones which are Strict Nature Reserves (IUCN IB) and Managed Resource Protected Areas (IUCN VI). The site allows
traditional use of the area’s resources and permits extraction activity and fisheries. There are management interventions
to protect the common eider and certain areas to conserve important cultural features. Access to some parts is restricted
to scientific purposes while others allow tourism and outdoor recreation. Governance is by a multi-stakeholder committee
comprising the local communities, the National Museum (responsible for cultural heritage) and the Institute of Natural
History (responsible for natural history research). A conservation, or management, plan has been completed by the com-
mittee and has been signed by the Minister for the Environment. During the process, extensive consultation took place
with the Nature Conservation Agency, which is responsible for protected area management and has the authority for
planning. The conservation plan for the area takes into account research, monitoring, fisheries, recreation, sustainable
tourism and environmental education.
The islands in the conservation area have a long history of human use and habitation. Eiderdown, algae and fish have all
been harvested here for a long time. The area is also a growing tourist area. The bay is an important spawning ground for
commercial marine species including lumpsucker, scallops, Atlantic cod and pink shrimp. Other long-standing human uses
are sealing, egging and catching puffins. Whale watching has now become an important tourist attraction.
The area supports diverse flora and fauna, substantial portions of the populations of a number of bird and mammal species
and has a high productivity marine zone rich in algal ‘forests’ and other important fish and invertebrate habitat, which is
key to the marine food chain. The islands include 230 species of vascular plants and 50 of the 70 breeding bird species
in Iceland, among them shag, great cormorant, glaucous gull, white-tailed eagle, common eider, black guillemot and
grey phalarope. The area is an important staging area for Brent goose and Knot on their way to the High Arctic. Marine
mammals include common and grey seal, common porpoise, white beaked dolphin, orca and Minke whales.
The Breidafjordur Marine Conservation Area is a likely candidate for Ramsar designation as well as for a mixed natural-
cultural World Heritage Site. It offers valuable lessons on how protection of natural values can interact with established
human uses in an area inhabited since the settlement of Iceland 1100 years ago.
AESTHETIC VALUES AND SCENIC BEAUTY
The Arctic is blessed with some of the most spectac-
ular natural scenery in the world ranging from the
magnificent fjords of Greenland and Norway to the
majesty of the mountains of Alaska and Yukon to the
stark beauty of the Russian Arctic islands. The Arctic
countries have formally protected many of these sites
and strictly regulate any activities which could disrupt
their high aesthetic values. Besides having high visual
values, these sites represent truly pristine, unfrag-
mented wilderness areas which are a rapidly dwindling
and valuable commodity on this planet. Another bene-
fit of these protected areas is their remoteness which
has thus far protected them from some of the key
impacts, sometimes termed “plagues” of industrial-
isation – excessive noise, light and air pollution. 
GEOLOGICAL WONDERS IN THE ARCTIC
The Arctic has a fascinating array of geological
features of local, national and global value. One of
its most striking features are its mountains which
include several important chains such as the coastal
chain in Alaska, the Verkhoyansk, Cherskiy, Kolyma,
Anadyr and Koryak Mountains of Yakutia and Russia’s
Far East, the northern portion of the Ural Mountain
chain, and the Scandes Range forming the spine of
Scandinavia. These mountains have a multitude of
values. They influence the weather patterns of the
north, store water as ice and snow, contain impor-
tant alpine habitat and species and for people of
the Arctic, often have special cultural and spiritual
meaning. They offer magnificent scenery and are
prime candidates for legal protection. It is signifi-
cant that as the world celebrated the UN Year of the
Mountain in 2002, several important mountains are
fully protected within parks or nature reserves. For
example, Mount McKinley in Alaska’s Denali National
Park and Mount Logan in the Yukon, the highest
peaks in the USA and Canada respectively, are within
national parks. The Scandes Range forms the heart
of the Norwegian and Swedish skiing and outdoor
recreation industry and several important areas are
protected as nature reserves or landmarks. Annually,
the Arctic’s mountainous areas draw hundreds of
thousands of tourists. Consequently, their contribution
to local economies and employment, to the tourism
industry and to the development of facilities within
their regions is enormous.
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Denali National Park, USA: 
Protecting Arctic Mountain and
Spiritual Values
The Denali National Park and National
Preserve is one of the United States’ older
parks, established in 1917 at 18,228 km2
and expanded in 1980 to 54,864 km2 to
span more of the Alaska Range. The park’s
centrepiece is Mount McKinley, the highest
peak in North America. The park is federal
land managed by the US National Park
Service of the Department of the Interior.
The park also contains a biosphere reserve
within it.
The park encompasses the Mt. McKinley
massif and parts of three other ecoregions.
To the south are mountain glaciers sweeping off the 6000 m Alaska range. North of the range, alpine slopes descend into
shrub tundra which gives way to continental boreal forest and permafrost areas laced with rivers. The park is important
habitat for caribou herds, grizzly and black bears, grey wolves, Dall sheep, moose, many furbearing mammals and migratory
and resident birdlife. Together with the adjacent Denali State Park (2,980 km2) and with other national parks and wildlife
refuges, a large portion of the Alaska Range extends into Canada’s Kluane National Park.
Given its alpine nature, the park has not attracted traditional human settlement but aboriginal peoples used it for
seasonal hunting and fishing. A century ago there was intensive gold mining in its northwest but the Park Service has
bought out most claims and those remaining have largely converted to tourist lodges. The rugged and immense scale of
the mountains and beauty of the alpine valleys and streams provide a unique and for some, an increasingly rare spiritual
reward. Park visitation has gone from 1200 in 1940 to 250,000 in the 1980s and is now upwards of 400,000. Mountain
climbing is one appeal but general sightseeing, wildlife viewing, hiking and camping, nature photography, skiing, and dog
sledging all attract large numbers of visitors. Large-scale tourist operations are based on hotels and lodges just outside
the park. They are fed by so-called “package tours”, bus and large cruise ship tours that draw tourists from around the
world. There is also a thriving locally-based independent tourist industry in the summer. 
Denali is one of the few federal protected areas in Alaska accessible by highway and there is pressure for new access
roads through the park. Another challenge to the Park Service is regulating the noise and terrain effects made by heavy
snowmobile use. There are major pressures to ease access and allow for even more visitors. Another ongoing challenge is
conflict over development within the park (fought out in courts and legislatures). There is also concern about the possible
effects of climate change on the permafrost, glaciers and the vegetation.
Although political support for the park is strong in some quarters, there are complaints from some that they are being
denied access to its resources by virtue of its protection and that this protected status blocks lucrative business oppor-
tunities. The major management challenge for this park remains its vulnerability to the large numbers of visitors annually.
These and other challenges are being addressed through management planning and consultation. 
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Geologically, the Arctic is a region of contrasts. It
contains both the earth’s oldest rock, Greenland’s
Precambrian holdings included in its protected areas,
and the earth’s youngest rock, Iceland’s extensive lava
fields and Surtsey Island, a recently formed island
declared a protected nature reserve in 1965. The
Arctic also contains unusual geological formations
such as the Canadian Shield, which underlies many
of Canada’s northern protected areas, and Finland’s
Bothnia area bordering on the Arctic, which is
undergoing continual geological uplifting and
creating additional land-mass yearly. Both are
incorporated in several protected areas. 
The Arctic contains an important fossil and paleon-
tological record including a fossilized forest recently
discovered in the heart of Canada’s Arctic and the
extensive holdings in Russia’s north including
Wrangel Island, home of the last mammoths and
now fully protected as a zapovednik. Much of the
paleontological record of the Arctic is only now
coming to light and most of it falls outside legally
protected areas. However, countries have put interim
regulations in place to safeguard this heritage and
prevent looting and desecration of these sites while
they investigate the issue of additional site protection.
The Arctic is a repository for a wide array of metals
and mineral deposits many of which have been
exploited for over a century. Others have served to
support rapid modern-day economic development
in, for example, Arctic Russia. Many of the sites
and structures are now abandoned and have been
protected as important historical and cultural
heritage in North America and Scandinavia. Some
sites have rare mineral formations such as the
unique columns of ikaite found in the waters of
Ikkafjord in south-west Greenland and these have
been protected in their own right.
Volcanic and related geological activity occur in
two main regions in the Arctic. The first is Iceland 
which sits atop a volcanic submarine ridge and is
replete with geysers, hot springs, boiling mud and
active volcanoes that reflect its volcanic origins.
Iceland has established several protected areas to
conserve its unique geological heritage and values.
Examples among the many are: Alftaversgigar, Askja
i Dyngjufjollum and Lakagigar National Monuments,
and the Myvatn-Laxa and Fjallabak Nature Reserves.
The second centre of volcanic activity is the Kamchatka
Peninsula of Russia’s Far East which forms part of the
Pacific “Ring of Fire”. There are over three hundred
volcanoes stretching across the peninsula with about
30 currently active. The Kamchatka Volcanoes which
range in height up to the 4,850 m Kliuchevskoi
Volcano and in total cover over 330,000 km2, are
legally protected in a series of federal and regional
protected areas. These geological “hot spots” of the
Arctic also perform an invaluable function as part of
the global chain of pressure valves in the earth’s crust.
The geological features found in these and other pro-
tected sites in the Arctic also have important values
for science and research. For example they offer rare
and unique opportunities to study the behaviour of
the earth’s crust, the formation of its land-mass, and
the mechanisms of species colonisation, thus adding
important knowledge and data to the global
geological and geographical information base. 
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Kamchatka, Russia: 
Protecting Arctic Volcanoes and
Geysers as a Global Heritage
The Kamchatka peninsula, along the Pacific-
Arctic “Ring of Fire” has over 300 volcanoes,
29 of them active. Five protected areas in
the south-east peninsula have together been
designated as a natural World Heritage Site
in recognition of their universal value.
The protected areas are the Kronotsky
Zapovednik, Bystrinksy and Nalychevo
Nature Parks and the South Kamchatka
State Nature Reserve. 
In Russia, the Kronotsky Zapovednik is an
IUCN Category Ib which, like all Russian
Zapovedniks, is a strict nature reserve
affording it the highest level of protection
and prohibiting development. Access is highly restricted and is chiefly for scientific purposes. The other four sites are
IUCN Categories II and IV with less strict protection and freer public access. These allow hunting, fishing, berry and
mushroom gathering. There is also some trapping and reindeer herding. The Kronotsky Zapovednik and the South
Kamchatka areas are managed by the federal Ministry of Natural Resources and the Russian Forestry Service. 
The Regional Administration of Kamchatka manages the others.
The Kronotsky Zapovednik (11,400 km2) dates from 1934 when it was founded to protect sable from overhunting. It has
been a Man and the Biosphere Reserve since 1984. The South Kamchatka area (8000 km2) became a state nature reserve in
1973 as a result of a bilateral agreement with Japan to protect migratory bird habitat. The other sites are of more recent
vintage. The Bystrinsky Reserve is 12,500 km2 and Nalychevo, 2500 km2. The Kronotsky Zapovednik has a small marine
area but its main feature is 16 volcanoes, the highest at 3,500 metres. The mountains and volcanoes in the zapovednik
support mountain glaciers as well as a “valley of geysers” containing hundreds of geysers, volcanic hot springs and other
active volcanic features. Hence for its geologic features alone it is a rare site. The zapovednik has over 800 plant species,
some rare trees and a high density of brown bear (grizzly) and its rare fauna include sea beaver, Steller’s sea eagle, fish
hawk, and Arctic falcon. Over 50% of the world population of the Aleutian tern can be found here. The rivers in the
reserves are also significant spawning grounds for salmon.
Although there is a modest history of human exploitation here the area is largely pristine but the remains of a Paleolithic
settlement 21,000 years old have been unearthed. In 1995 the region had 15,000 tourists of which 2000 came for the
valley of the geysers. Thus there is some potential for expanded tourism but access has to be largely by helicopter so 
it is expensive. The South Kamchatka site contains areas of traditional nature use by the Even people.
Threats to the reserves are largely concentrated outside of the zapovednik and in the other portions of area where there is
a problem with illegal and excessive fishing. There is also some logging in the nature parks which poses a threat to wild
salmon and their habitat by contaminating the rivers with runoff and erosion. Mining for gold is also a threat if it has
inadequate controls and enforcement. 
ADDING TO GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE
A common view of the Arctic is that it is an exceed-
ingly vulnerable and fragile ecosystem. In fact, the
Arctic and its species have superbly adapted to their
naturally inhospitable climate and to its long periods
of nutrient deprivation. How they have accomplished
this may help us understand whether or how species
and ecosystems in other regions of the world can
adapt to the current pressures of global warming and
extreme weather events, including drought. This is
one of the many areas of research being conducted
in protected area systems of the Arctic that may be
useful in other regions of the world. The Arctic itself
is a bellwether for both global climate change and
the long-range impact of airborne and marine pollu-
tion, and Arctic protected areas make ideal settings
for ecological and biological research and monitoring
activities. Such areas can provide an excellent base-
line for the study of human impacts on the natural
environment and for climatic change. To capitalise
on these features, the Arctic countries are establishing
an ecological monitoring network using protected
areas as core sites. 
Arctic protected areas have long served the needs of
the scientific research community. For example, Russian
Zapovedniks are heavily oriented toward scientific
research and non-scientific human access to them is
often highly restricted as a result. Research is under-
way on increasing exposure to ultraviolet radiation,
melting and ice variability, plant adaptations, wildlife
population studies, the impact of wildlife on ecological
regeneration and a host of other scientific questions.
Research is also underway on human impacts and
pressures on natural variability. Another example of
the use of protected areas for intensive research is
the Greenland National Park which regularly accommo-
dates teams of internationally-renowned scientists
for in-depth studies on a range of scientific disciplines. 
LANDSCAPE – SEASCAPE VALUES
The concept of “landscape” or “seascape” values is
relatively new and means an “area of land with coast
and sea as appropriate, where the interaction of
people and nature over time has produced an area
of distinct character with significant aesthetic,
ecological and/or cultural values and often with high
biological diversity.” The Arctic contains several
areas with nationally significant landscapes in which
human interaction figures prominently. These sites
recognise and protect the ongoing relationship
between people and the natural environmental values
which have sustained them. However, because of the
low overall human population in the Arctic, they are
not as numerous as in other regions. Some of these
special landscape values are conserved in Russia’s
protected areas such as Taimyr and in national parks
such as Ivvavik/Vuntut in Canada. Both Iceland and
Norway have set aside several sites specifically as
landscape protected areas. For example, Norway has
protected several traditional reindeer herding areas
used by the Saami. Sweden has also protected several
sites that have traditional agricultural landscape
values including natural hay and grazing areas. 
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Greenland National Park: 
Fostering Research Values and 
Increasing Global Knowledge
The spectacular Greenland National Park, established in
1974 as a “generous contribution from Greenland and the
Danish Realm to the preservation of original and virginal
environments”, is the world’s largest protected area at just
under 1 million km2. It constitutes a large portion of the
land area protected in the Arctic and extends out to the
three-nautical mile territorial sea zone. The park is a high
Arctic landscape dominated by the Greenland icecap with glaciers descending from it through mountain valleys. An added
benefit of the national park is that it protects a large percentage of the Greenland icecap which contains 10% of the
world’s freshwater supply. Within the park are a wildlife sanctuary, a Man and the Biosphere Reserve, a biological bank,
and four scientific and monitoring stations. Since there is no private ownership of land in Greenland, the park is “owned”
communally by the nation but access to it requires permission of the Greenland HomeRule Government, the park’s
management authority. Hunting is generally prohibited within the park but residents of two municipalities retain
traditional hunting rights for ocean resources within the park’s marine boundary.
The Greenland National Park has long been a unique place for research in the fields of biology, geology, glaciology,
geophysics and climate research. Permanent research stations are set up on the icecap. The Danish Polar Centre runs the
Zackenberg Research Station, conducting ecosystem research of the High Arctic and pursuing studies in multiple basic
quantitative features. These include ecosystem structure and processes, baseline studies of short and long term variations
in ecosystem functions, historical analyses of organic and inorganic materials to trace past ecosystem changes and
experimental studies of ecosystem response to climate change.
Although dominated by the icecap, there are areas of grassy hills with dwarf bush vegetation. The coast is characterised
by islands, peninsulas and deep fjords. Most of the year these are blocked by sea ice but in summer months they are one of
the world’s great iceberg “factories”. Although located in the most arid zone in the Northern Hemisphere, there are regions
of relatively lush tundra and high mountain vegetation which form important natural habitats. The park is a breeding
ground for a separate Greenlandic population of polar bear distinct from the Eastern Canada or Svalbard populations. 
There is a large musk ox population in the park forming about 40% of the world’s population. Other prominent wildlife
includes Arctic fox and hare, wolf, collared lemmings and ermine. The marine zone is important for a variety of marine
mammals and fish. The park contains the only two haul-out sites still used by walrus in Greenland; the other sites have
been abandoned due to hunting pressures and other disturbances.
Currently the Greenland authorities are revising the management framework for the park to better exercise its role in
protecting natural values and to create the best possible framework for ongoing research. It will also focus on increasing
local participation and developing ecotourism in the park. Since the park is one of the most remote areas of the world and
it has a relative absence of direct anthropogenic disturbances, threats to it come from long term global processes such as
climate change, changes in the surrounding seas or long-range marine and aerial transportation of pollutants. All of these
topics are objects of research at the park.
CONSERVING HERITAGE VALUES
Increasingly, protected areas play a valuable role in
conserving the Arctic’s heritage values. For example,
one convention that is receiving increased attention
is the convention concerning the Protection of World
Cultural and Natural Heritage (World Heritage
Convention – WHC). Under this convention, countries
nominate sites or properties with high cultural and/or
natural values. Once these are placed on the World
Heritage List they are recognised as being of uni-
versal value and constituting the common heritage
of mankind. Once listed, countries are obligated to
implement various follow-up measures. As of 2002,
only a handful of WHC Natural Heritage sites were in
the Arctic and included three in Canada, two in the
USA (Alaska), two in Sweden and one in Russia. How-
ever, several other Arctic sites are being nominated.
For example, Illulissat, Greenland is being nominated
for, among other values, its unique role as the major
calving ground of icebergs in the northern hemisphere. 
In terms of securing international recognition for the
Arctic traditional and cultural heritage, the Arctic
countries have only recently begun to take advantage
of the World Heritage Convention designations for
their Arctic cultural heritage. For example, within the
five Nordic countries, as of 1996 there were 15 cultural
heritage sites but only one site - the rock carvings in
northern Norway - was considered to be in the Arctic. 
Most Arctic countries view cultural and natural heritage
values in a joint context and new proposals put forward
by, for example, the Nordic countries, include both
outstanding natural and cultural values. 
In addition to providing an additional layer of 
protection for the values for which a World Heritage 
site is nominated, conferring World Heritage status
on a site enhances its marketability value for
tourism and, depending on the country, in applying
for certain types of funding. 
Another international designation occasionally applied
to sites in the Arctic is the “Man and the Biosphere
Reserve” (MAB) designation. MAB is a programme
under UNESCO and through it, Arctic countries can
establish biosphere reserves in which the goals are
to accommodate development, traditional indigenous
interests and conservation. MAB sites have a range
of objectives including research, monitoring, training
and demonstrating sustainable development. As of
2002, there were six biosphere reserves in the Arctic
a number which has remained stable for many years. 
PROTECTING TRADITIONAL CULTURES AND VALUES
The Arctic has been inhabited for millennia and until
the past one or two hundred years, its people have
depended exclusively on the living resources of the
Arctic for their subsistence. Since wildlife in the
Arctic tends to congregate in discrete centres of
abundance and follow regular migration patterns,
people generally congregated in these areas and
established their settlements there. Their life-styles
were intertwined with those of the other living
resources on which they subsisted. 
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Initially when governments began establishing pro-
tected areas in the Arctic, they often selected these
same sites because of their high biodiversity values
and classified them as strict nature reserves or wild-
life sanctuaries intended to curtail almost all human
activity. However, Arctic countries have recognised
the important historical, cultural and subsistence
values of these sites to the traditional peoples of the
Arctic and permit traditional uses to be carried out in
these protected areas, regardless of the classification
or management objective of the site. 
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The Taimyr Peninsula and Great Arctic Reserve: 
A Cluster to Protect Traditional Values and Wildlife 
The Taimyr Peninsula in Russia is one of the Arctic’s richest areas of
biodiversity. It is also relatively heavily populated in its southern parts. 
It is a traditional homeland of 5 groups of Russian indigenous peoples, the
Dolgan, Nganssan, Nenets, Evenk and Ents. Traditionally their lifestyle and
culture were based on hunting wild reindeer and later on grazing domesticated
reindeer. The peninsula has the largest population of wild reindeer in the
world estimated to range between 300,000 and 700,000. Taimyr is also now one of Russia’s most intensely protected areas
by means of a cluster approach of three zapovedniks combined with other types of protected areas. These protect key sites
and features without restricting traditional nature use by the indigenous peoples.
The Taimyrski zapovednik was established in 1979 and is a 17,819 km2 strict nature reserve on the right bank of the
Verknyaya Taimyra River and the south west shore of Lake Taimyr, the largest freshwater lake in the Russian Arctic. One
other zapovednik is slightly to the south and the larger one is on the east coast of the peninsula. Like all zapovedniks,
they have scientific staff on site. The reserve is also a MAB site and is partnered with Schleswig-Holstein Wadden Sea
National Park in the Federal Republic of Germany since the two areas share the same population of migratory birds at
different times of the year. The zapovedniks contain widespread tundra plants including small stands of willow and dwarf
birch. There are also two isolated larch forests. The principal wildlife here, other than large numbers of reindeer, are wolf,
Arctic fox and blue hare. King eider, white-billed and Arctic loon and bean goose nest here. There are also large numbers
of musk ox in the reserve’s buffer zone. 
Despite the progress made in Taimyr, challenges and threats remain. Recently the poor state of the Russian economy has
led to an intensification of reindeer hunting both locally but more by outsiders, and the reindeer population appears to be
falling markedly, possibly by 50%. This poses a serious threat to the indigenous communities of the peninsula. To attempt
to counter this, a new reindeer management plan is being developed. 
To the north, on the Arctic Ocean coast lies the Great Arctic Reserve established in 1993 comprising together 41,692 km2.
This cluster of zapovedniks is centred around the East Atlantic Flyway and is linked in a network to protected sites in
Europe and Africa. Together they protect crucial areas for the migration of millions of migratory birds between Southwest
Africa into the Russian Arctic, a protection scheme of almost hemispheric proportions that is based on protecting key areas
of concentration rather than the whole territory. The Great Arctic Reserve also includes many offshore islands and protects
key habitat for a wide variety of marine and coastal wildlife other than migratory birds.
Indigenous peoples themselves also recognise the
need to protect certain areas. For example northern
groups of aboriginal peoples in Canada have entered
into negotiations for transfer of land ownership and
have reached many land claim settlement agreements.
These agreements contain provisions for protected
areas which are co-operatively managed by
aboriginal peoples and government authorities. This
enables Canada’s northern aboriginal peoples to
share in protecting the multiple values of the sites
and to reap their benefits, including monetary
benefits. In Scandinavia, reindeer herding and
coastal fisheries are long-standing traditional
activities of the Saami people. Many important
reindeer summer pastures and winter grazing sites
are in protected areas and the values of these areas
for traditional use is enshrined in legislation. 
In recent years there has been a growing interest in
protecting the Arctic’s unique indigenous cultural
heritage and traditional values, a phenomenon
paralleled in many indigenous communities globally.
One Arctic example is in Russia where the Russian
Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North
(RAIPON) is engaged in a long-term project to
identify and protect sites with important spiritual
values for Russia’s Arctic indigenous peoples. 
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Indigenous Sacred Sites in the Arctic-An International Pilot Project in Russia
With financial support from the Danish Environmental Protection Agency, a pilot project to map and identify the
conservation value of sacred sites of indigenous peoples is being implemented. The project has been underway since 
2001 and is being carried out as a collaborative effort between the Russian Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North
(RAIPON), the Arctic Council’s Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna Programme (CAFF) and the Arctic Council Indigenous
Peoples Secretariat. The first project phase involved developing case studies through extensive interviews with northern
aboriginal people in two model areas and was completed with participation solely of indigenous experts. In the case 
study (2001-2002) in the Tazovsky district (area of 174,000 sq. km, total population of 16,300) of the Yamal-Nenets
autonomous region (Northwest of Siberia) 66 elders, reindeer herders and fishermen of nomad Nenets people were
interviewed and 263 sacred sites were documented and mapped. Simultaneously, in the Olyutorsky district (301,500 sq.
km, total population about 29,300 people) of the Koryak autonomous region (Kamchatka peninsula of the Russian Far
East), 30 of the Koryak, Chukchi and Itelmen peoples were interviewed and 84 sacred sites were mapped and documented.
A standardised methodology with photo documentation, audio and video recording has been applied to the description of
the sacred sites and a preliminary classification of each model area has been developed on the basis of existing
publications, archives and research. 
The initial project results have been presented by the project co-ordinator Mikhail Todyshev, a RAIPON Vice-President, 
at the ninth meeting of CAFF in Abisko, Sweden, 28-31 August 2002. The final report in Russian (150 pp., with executive
summary in English) is available upon request from the RAIPON (www.raipon.org). This work has already had a positive
impact on legislation work in the model areas in Yamal-Nenets and Kamchatka/Koryak autonomous regions. Other northern
regions in Russia have expressed interest in conducting similar research. The second phase of the project foresees the
organisation of a circumpolar workshop and presentation of a CAFF Technical Report with an analysis of the project results
and recommendations. The background information to the final report in Russian contains substantial research materials,
references and facts.
BENEFITS FOR PEOPLE
Protected areas have long been a means for people
to protect their natural and cultural heritage and
their traditional ways of life against undesirable
incursions. This is because protected area status is
intended to provide an elevated level of security
through various means of governance whether they
be managed by governments, communities or private
interests. Protected area status secures a territory
against unwanted or unplanned incursions and safe-
guards the values for which the area is protected.
Without protected area status for these sites, commu-
nities may find their traditions and values compromised
by outside forces or, indeed, by opposing forces
within their own communities. Protection provides
opportunities to conserve these values. In some
cases, however, local communities or interests may
not fully appreciate – and may even resent - the
values for which an area is being protected: they may
even consider the “protected status” as an infringe-
ment on their rights and interests or a threat to their
autonomy. This creates a classic conflict between
the interests and values of one group and those of
another, in which a balance between interests must
be determined.
To maximise the benefits to Arctic people, it is 
important to have a governance system in place 
that meaningfully engages local communities in the
management of the protected areas to give them a
true voice in the protection of values important
to them. One method used in the Arctic is Canada’s
system of co-operative management applied in
its north.
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Kativik, Canada: Indigenous Peoples Parks 
for Tourism and Traditional Use
In 2002, the provincial government of Quebec, Canada, formed a partnership
agreement with the Kativik regional government and the Makivik Corporation (an
indigenous organisation) for economic and community development in the Nunavik, 
or Ungava, region and its predominantly indigenous population. Under the agreement,
three new provincial parks are to be established and will promote tourism over the period 2002 – 2007. The Kativik regional
government will carry out the capital and development work for the new parks and will manage services and operations.
Staffing, administration and park maintenance will all draw on the local Kangiqsujuaq community for personnel.
One of the parks, Pingualuit, was proposed by the Inuit in association with a lands claim settlement and will be 
the province’s first northern park. It will protect an upraised, perfectly circular meteor crater whose bottom is a 
freshwater lake. As well, there are several Inuit sacred sites near the crater which will also be researched and protected.
The Puvirnituq River canyon within the boundaries has unusual endemic plant life and is another of the proposed park’s
major features. Wildlife includes the snowy owl and twenty-four other bird species, caribou, Arctic char and lake trout.
Relatively little is known about the wildlife and its behaviour here and the park is seen as an opportunity for detailed
research and study. The park is expected to be a significant site for ecotourism and recreational activities will focus on
building natural and cultural heritage awareness. Prohibitions on hunting and trapping will apply to park visitors. 
However, traditional hunting and fishing rights are preserved. 
In addition to the work at the proposed Pingualuit Park, the state of ecological knowledge at the two other proposed
park sites will be assessed and the Kativik regional government will also be responsible for undertaking these studies.
Altogether, these proposed and existing protected areas will comprise over 20,000 km2 within the provincial park system.
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Vuntut and Ivvavik National Parks, Canada: 
Protecting the Cultures of the Caribou
Vuntut National Park, established in 1995, is a 4,345 km2 area
adjacent to the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (Alaska). Directly to
the north is Ivvavik National Park, a 9,750 km2 area on the Beaufort
Sea established in 1984. Both parks are federal land managed by
Parks Canada. Both parks have co-operative management regimes
with the indigenous peoples, the Vuntut Gwitchin for Vuntut and the
Inuvialuit for Ivvavik.
Ivvavik National Park is situated on the Arctic Ocean coastal plain and to the south, abuts Vuntut National Park which
includes portions of the Old Crow Flats wetlands and lakes. Both parks are part of Beringia, a continuous physiogeographic
region stretching across Alaska and into north-east Russia. Beringia was not subject to glaciation during the last ice age
and acted as a refuge for flora and fauna. Its features thus differ from surrounding areas which were ice-covered for
millennia. Ivvavik National Park has three vegetation types: tundra, alpine tundra and taiga. Open stands of white spruce
and balsam poplar grow here to within 50 kms of the Beaufort Sea. The Old Crow Flats in Vuntut National Park are
polygonal peat bogs containing the Yukon’s most important wetlands and are a Ramsar site. Both parks provide essential
bird habitat for both migratory and year round residents. Over half a million birds use the Old Crow Ramsar site to breed,
moult or stage before they migrate south in the autumn. Characteristic wildlife of the parks include grizzly bear, wolverine,
wolf, mink, moose, muskrat, gyrfalcon, peregrine, golden eagle and rock and willow ptarmigan. Chum and Chinook salmon
spawn in the Porcupine River and its tributaries.
However, the outstanding wildlife feature of both parks is the Porcupine Caribou herd, 123,000 strong. The herd migrates
annually from the forested valleys of the North Central Yukon to its calving grounds on the Beaufort Coast, protected by
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (Alaska) to the west. The herd is managed throughout its range under the provisions
of the Canada-USA Agreement on the Conservation of the Porcupine Caribou Herd. Given the herd’s importance for the
indigenous peoples on both sides of the border, they participate in herd management and provisions are in place for
customary and traditional use of caribou by Canadian and Alaskan aboriginals and rural residents. In fact these two 
parks form a core part of a chain of protected areas extending from the Yukon coast clear across Alaska to the 
Bering Sea providing unfragmented habitat and migratory routes for caribou and other wildlife.
Vuntut National Park is within the traditional territory of the Vuntut Gwitchin people. Their land claim agreement 
mandates that the park recognise their history, culture and historic harvesting rights and that it protect traditional nature
use. It also requires the park to provide them with economic and employment opportunities, to establish heritage sites and
manage moveable heritage resources in the park on the basis of traditional knowledge. Within the park, there are over 
100 significant indigenous archaeological sites. Hence, the park is both a national and cultural treasure to the Vuntut
Gwitchin people. The Inuvialuit Final Land Claim Agreement provides for an equal or preferential role for Inuvialuit in
employment, economic opportunities and strong involvement in the management of Ivvavik National Park. Both parks
enjoy local support.
The most immediate threat is to the Porcupine Caribou herd, should oil and gas development in the US Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge take place. The herd and Ivvavik, as a coastal park, could also be threatened by oil and gas development
in the Beaufort Sea. Other threats are the impact of climate change on the permafrost and on the Old Crow Flats wetlands.
FEEDING THE ECONOMY AND BENEFITING LOCAL
COMMUNITIES
Around the world, protected areas help generate
money and jobs. For example, they attract tourists and
the tourism industry, scientists and academicians,
the business sector and a host of others. They also
provide employment for members of local commu-
nities either within the protected area itself or in
peripheral enterprises. An argument frequently made is
that some protected areas might be put to better use
and generate more revenue if they were converted to
other uses. To many, including some Arctic residents
themselves, this is persuasive and compelling particu-
larly if the financial rewards are high. Protected areas
as such do not generally offer the same sort of lucra-
tive short-term monetary benefits as, for example,
mining or the oil and gas industry or even game
hunting. However, the benefits offered by protected
areas are, instead, long-term, potentially more sus-
tainable in the long run and may be better suited to
the interests and aspirations of many northern residents. 
Another argument made is that protected areas can
be a drain on the economy because they are not
usually financially self-sustaining but must often rely
on external funding. In the Arctic this is particularly
true due to remoteness, the harsh seasonable con-
ditions and the high costs of maintenance and infra-
structure development. An ongoing dilemma is for
governments and local residents alike to weigh and
decide on which values to protect for future gener-
ations and whether to make the needed investment. 
Nevertheless, protected areas are not without their
economic benefits. In fact, many regional governments
and local communities are capitalising on the multiple
values of the protected areas in their midst, and are
using them to bolster local economies and preserve
communities. One example is Auyuittuq National
Park in Nunavut, Canada.
TOURISM – A POTENTIAL BOON TO PEOPLE AND
PROTECTED AREAS
Protected areas are a magnet for tourism. The very
title of “National Park” or “Preserve” or “Sanctuary”
carries with it a certain mystique and perceived guar-
antee for the visitor. The tourism industry and the
visitors it brings can contribute considerably to local
communities and to the Arctic region as a whole. First,
they bring in needed cash. Second, they offer employ-
ment and business opportunities in transportation,
accommodation, concessions, guided tours and guid-
ing, sledging, and local arts and crafts. Third, the
alternative offered by tourism to other forms of
income can, in the long run, be the most potent
force to protect the values of Arctic communities
and protected areas. 
Over the past few decades, tourism to Arctic protected
areas, including cruise ship tourism, has grown sig-
nificantly. Bearing in mind that with the exception
of some industrial centres in northern Russia, the
total population of the Arctic is less than one million
people, the following figures give some idea of the
importance of tourism for some protected areas:
Protected Area Visitors Annually
Urho Kekkonen NP (Finland) ~200,000
Denali National Park (USA) 400,000
Arctic National Parks (Canada) 70,000
Svalbard (Norway) 40,000
Glacier Bay (USA) 250,000
Tourism carries with it some pitfalls and does not
always meet expectations in terms of benefits. For
example, a complaint of some communities and
protected area advocates is that tourism companies
target protected areas as prime destinations but do
not financially contribute to their upkeep or to the
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local communities. Tourism can be disruptive to local
communities and overwhelm them with numbers of
visitors. Tourism development if not properly planned
and regulated can also degrade and spoil the environ-
ment and damage valued cultural resources. These
disadvantages can be overcome if communities and
regulators are vigilant and if appropriate governance
systems with community input, along with sets of
regulations, guidelines and financial support agree-
ments are put in place to ensure that the tourism
industry supports the protected area and the local
communities. 
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Auyuittuq National Park, Canada: 
Generating Community Benefits
This park, established in 1976, is 19,700 km2 and is
located adjacent to the Cumberland peninsula on Baffin
Island in Canada’s Nunavut Territory. As with all Canada’s
national parks it is Crown (federal) land managed by Parks
Canada, under the Canada National Parks Act. Auyuittuq
has a co-operative governance system whereby a joint
management committee composed of equal numbers of
Inuit and government appointees makes recommendations on all aspects of park management.
One-fourth of the park area is dominated by the Penny Icecap, one of the largest ice features in the Northern hemisphere
and the most southerly remnant of the Laurentide Ice Sheet. Outlet glaciers, including the Coronation Glacier and small
cirque glaciers radiate out from the icecap. Where glaciers have melted, long, narrow U-shaped valleys remain. On the coast
a network of deep, narrow, but high-cliffed fjords up to 50 km long penetrate from the Davis Strait. The park is treeless
but supports dwarf willows, lichens, mosses and abundant wildflowers in sheltered places. Land mammals include
lemmings, Arctic hare and fox, polar bear and caribou. Auyuittuq also has a marine component supporting beluga, 
narwhal and orca or Killer whales and several varieties of seals. Some 40 bird species also nest in the park. It is a 
rugged wilderness park representing the landscapes and ecoregion of Baffin Island/Davis Strait.
Auyuittuq contributes substantially to the local economy. It receives around 500 visitors annually with local visitor
expenditures of around $175,000 CAD/yr. Much of the spending occurs in the adjacent communities of Qikitarjuaq and
Pangnirtung. The park has had local spin-offs in the community by supporting an Inuit ecotourism and crafts “cottage
industry” which results in direct economic benefit to community residents. Visitors to Canada’s High Arctic and remote
parks are generally highly educated, environmentally aware and spend a high amount per visitor, including the high cost of
transportation to get there and for provisions. Auyuittuq is an important component of the tourism marketing strategy of
the Territory of Nunavut and efforts are now being made to increase visitation and community benefits. At present, tourist
activity appears to be on a sustainable scale although management of garbage and human waste are ongoing issues. Other
pressures on the park are likely to come from long-range transport of pollutants or global climate change impacting 
the ice pack.
There is community support for Auyuittuq National Park locally, due in large part to the co-operative management
committee structure and because of the direct and indirect economic benefits, including employment. For instance,
in 2001 the park employed 5 full time staff, all but one of which were Inuit, and 7 seasonal/student staff, 6 of which 
were Inuit.
Increasingly, the Arctic countries are attempting to
capitalise on the multiple values of their protected
areas, including their natural aesthetic appeal, for
ecotourism. However, growth in this sector will need
to be carefully managed to avoid adverse impacts on
the very values for which each protected area was
designated. 
QUANTIFYING THE VALUES
When deciding whether to establish a protected
area or to open one up to a wider array of uses or
to close one down, it is now customary to examine
the financial implications and to attempt to quantify
the values. This is not easy in the case of protected
areas because many of the values which they protect
are non-material or intangible. Nevertheless, efforts
are being made in the Arctic countries and else-
where, to quantify the values of protected areas
since this can be a powerful argument for decision-
makers and communities alike. One such initiative
undertaken in Canada is described below. 
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Estimating Quantitative Values of Protected Areas: A Canadian Study
A study was recently undertaken to quantify the values Canadians attach to four proposed national parks to be created
in northern Canada. The study surveyed a sample of Canadians, termed respondents, and was aimed at estimating the
“existence” values of a park. These are benefits that accrue to individuals because a park exists even if the person will
likely never have the opportunity or occasion to visit it. Nevertheless, the individual will attach a value to the park 
based on the respondent’s perception of whether the world would be a better place by virtue of the park’s existence or,
alternatively, that without it the respondent’s well-being would be diminished. The respondent could view the site as a
place of rare or irreplaceable natural wonder or as a fragile ecosystem over which humans should exercise stewardship. 
The study which used contingent valuation methods, provided respondents with information about the parks to be valued
and asked them how much they would be willing to pay as a one-time tax to have the new parks established or
maintained. It also asked how much compensation respondents would want if an existing park ceased to exist. 
The study found that respondents were willing to pay 244.35CAD per household to establish four additional northern parks.
Generalized across the Canadian population, this yields a value of 2.8 billion CAD. This provides a quantitative value which
can be used in cost-benefit decision-making and financial resource allocation. It can also be used to evaluate opportunity
cost for alternative land and resource use decisions. 
These are significant findings obtained through a rigorous and statistically valid survey and demonstrate the high value
that Canadians place on establishing new arctic national parks.
With over 17% of the Arctic land mass under formal
protection, some mistakenly assume that the level
of protection of in Arctic is adequate. However, this
statistic is deceptive. For example, it disguises the
very low level of protection of the marine environ-
ment and discounts the fact that if the nearly one
million km2 Greenland National Park is removed, the
percentage drops dramatically by over 40%. Statistics
tell only part of the story. There are many other con-
siderations to take into account when determining if
protection is adequate and sustainable in the long run. 
In order to sustain protected areas, the values they
preserve and their long-term benefits, it is necessary
to have adequate funding, trained staff, good gover-
nance systems, functioning enforcement and political
and local support. In parts of the Arctic, funding for
protected areas is not keeping pace with rising costs
or has been reduced; governance systems are outdated
and may no longer to be adequate to deal with
today’s realities and pressures while still effectively
conserving the values for which the protected areas
were established in the first place. 
Attitudes towards protected areas have changed. In
the past, it was commonplace for governments to set
aside large tracts of land in very remote areas solely
to protect natural values. Opposition tended to be
very localised. One reason is that the Arctic did not
attract much serious attention from industrial inter-
ests including the oil, gas, mining, forestry and
transportation sectors. That is quickly changing and
the Arctic is experiencing unparalleled human growth
in both its population and its economy. As a conse-
quence, there is often pressure to convert existing
protected areas to alternate uses that appear to offer
greater monetary and job opportunities. Governments
and local peoples alike are faced with a difficult
decision on whether to support existing or proposed
protected areas or to support industrial development.
The debate can fracture communities and split gov-
ernments with various sections favouring the resource
industry and the income it brings, and others favouring
environmental and cultural protection and the income
they can bring over the long term. The groups hold
different sets of values and the challenge is to
accommodate both without compromising either.
For example, on a regular basis, decision-makers are
often forced to weigh employment potential offered
by an extraction industry in a sensitive natural area
versus the very real threat to a wildlife species,
including extinction, if its critical habitat
is destroyed in the process of securing those jobs.
Decision-makers, including local communities, must
also ascertain if proposed development activities will
curtail their ability to set aside protected areas in
the future. The ongoing challenge is to secure jobs
and sustainable livelihoods while maintaining or even
enhancing the environment. 
Other challenges facing current and potential pro-
tected areas in the Arctic are the legacies of past
decisions and both past and contemporary attitudes.
For example, there are significant gaps in protection
of forested areas and the marine environment which
undoubtedly need additional protection. However,
there remains a lingering perception that protected
areas are islands set apart from the people they serve,
a perception often reinforced by past protected area
governance regimes. There are also recent pressures
to open up protected areas to activities that are not
compatible with the protection of the natural and
cultural values that the areas were designed to safe-
guard. All this leads to questions about whether
protecting the natural and cultural values in the Arctic
is a high priority and whether they are important
enough to successfully compete with alternative
uses. Another question is whether the reservation of
lands and waters via special legal action remains the
preferred means of conserving these values. 
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IV. CHALLENGES FACING ARCTIC PROTECTED AREAS
Despite growing pressures, there is much reason for
optimism for the future of protection in the Arctic.
In most of the Arctic, protected area systems and
legislation are evolving to better accommodate the
legitimate concerns and aspirations of local people,
indigenous communities and the business sector.
There are many multi-stakeholder forums in place.
Management responsibilities and decision-making are
being shared more frequently with local governments,
with indigenous peoples in co-operative management
settings, and with the private sector. There is ample
evidence to show that protected areas have worked
effectively to conserve nature and our natural resources
and that where critical habitat is protected and suitable
regulations and voluntary mechanisms are in place,
wildlife responds well. There is a better appreciation
among all segments of society of the need to protect
not only the natural but the cultural dimension as
well. There is a growing recognition and understanding
of the very wide array of values that protected areas
conserve and the benefits that Arctic protected areas
provide locally, nationally and internationally - truly
benefits beyond boundaries! 
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V. AN OPTIMISTIC FUTURE IN AN UNCERTAIN WORLD
Canada’s system is a mosaic of types and jurisdictions.
At the federal level, Canada’s 39 existing national
parks are crown (federal) land under the authority of
the Minister of Canadian Heritage and managed by
Parks Canada. Each park represents one of Canada’s
39 terrestrial ecosystems (16 in the Arctic). In addition,
there are 29 marine ecozones (1 Arctic), which will
be represented by marine conservation areas. Three
out of 10 Canadian World Heritage sites are within
Arctic national parks and 6 of 32 Canadian Ramsar
sites are within federally protected areas in the
north. Parks Canada also manages 144 of Canada’s
849 National Historic Sites. The existing national
park system covers 2.5% of total land area, but is
home to 71% of native land and freshwater vascular
plants and 81% of its vertebrate animal species. 
All parks correspond to IUCN Category II. National 
parks are established and managed for the benefit,
education and enjoyment of Canadians and are to 
be maintained and used in a way that leaves them
unimpaired for future generations. In 2000 there 
were 16 million visitors to the parks (70,000 in
Arctic) who spent $1.5 billion CAD. The parks
generate about 27,000 full time jobs.
There are 48 national wildlife areas (4 Arctic) and 
90 migratory bird sanctuaries (15 Arctic) also on
crown land. These are under the statutory authority
of the Minister of Environment and managed by the
Canadian Wildlife Service. Their mandate is to protect
and conserve critical wildlife habitat and they are
home to a wide variety of animal and bird populations.
Migratory bird sanctuaries, in particular, protect
habitat for the millions of migratory birds that come
annually to Canada’s north from all parts of the globe. 
Canada establishes its protected areas in consulta-
tion with stakeholders and local communities. 
Most northern parks have management committees
comprised of indigenous and government members
who advise and make recommendations on park
management and planning. This system, along with
provisions for indigenous harvesting rights and
traditional nature use aims to sustain indigenous
culture and heritage.
Canada’s provinces and northern territories also 
have systems of protected areas consisting of
territorial or provincial parks and ecological reserves
which often give priority to outdoor recreation and
tourism while preserving important natural and
ecological values as well. At the municipality/county
level there are also conservation areas primarily
devoted to outdoor recreation.
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Canada’s Protected Area System
Finland has protected 3257 sites for a total of
30,587 km2 or 9% of its total surface area. Of that,
100 sites or 24,725 km2 lie within Finland’s Arctic
territory. Protected areas are categorised as: national
parks (33), strict nature reserves (19), mire reserves
(173), protected herb-rich forests (53), protected
old-growth forest areas (92), grey seal protection
areas (7), other protected areas on state-owned land
(65), protected areas on private land (2803) and
wilderness areas (12). Those sites on public land
larger than 10 km2 are managed by Metsähallitus,
the Finnish Forest and Park Service and the Finnish
Forest Research Institute. Finland’s protected areas
support traditional usage in order to safeguard Saami
culture and their traditional livelihood insofar as it
is based on the use of living resources. Finland’s
nature protection areas have been established under
the Nature Conservation Act and its wilderness areas
are established under the Wilderness Act. Finnish
protected areas encourage multiple uses of nature by
providing conditions and areas for this. Twelve of the
14 Arctic Important Bird Areas (BirdLife
International designation) are within protected
areas, one is partly within and one is outside the
protected area system. Finland has 11 Ramsar sites
with 1 in the Arctic area. An important driver of the
Finnish protected area system is Natura 2000, a long-
term habitat protection plan of the European Union
based on the EU Habitat Directive. 
The treeless mountain area is over 90% protected.
The boreal conifer and mountain birch forest is
approximately 10–20% protected and of the mires
and wetlands, about 20-30% are protected. In 1996,
the state council made a decision to protect 
old-growth forests in Northern Finland. However,
they have not yet been legally protected.
Biodiversity conservation is the main value
supported by the Finnish protected area system.
Other important values are for ecotourism and
recreation which are important sources of income 
in the north, particularly associated with parks and
protected areas. Protected areas also support reindeer
herding which is very important for the Saami culture.
Other than the strict nature reserves, recreational
hunting for local residents is allowed. Some of the
sites support licensed hunting, and fishing is allowed
in most areas.
Challenges to the system come mainly from south
of the Arctic where protection levels are much lower,
especially of forested areas. Meadows and grazing
lands are underrepresented everywhere within 
the protected area system. Other threats are the
concentration of large numbers of tourists in a few
locations which presents management difficulties.
Overgrazing and mining are also potential threats
to some specific sites.
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Finland’s Protected Area System
Nearly 1 million km2 of Greenland is protected area.
The centrepiece and jewel of Greenland’s protected
area system is the Greenland National Park. The
national park is also a Man and the Biosphere Reserve
(MAB) and contains two Ramsar sites. In addition
there are four strict nature reserves, a protected hot
spring and nine other Ramsar sites in Greenland. A
World Heritage site is also proposed.
Greenland’s protected areas are managed under the
Nature Conservation Act except for the Qingua Valley
Forest which was protected under a Greenland Council
Resolution. All land is public land in Greenland but
withdrawal of land from common use requires the
approval of municipal authorities near towns and
the Home Rule Government in rural areas.
Other than the national park, several discrete 
ecosystems are protected. Melville Bay Nature
Reserve is a marine protected area and a scenic
landscape with cultural and scientific values is
protected at Paradise Valley. Akilia Island is a special
geologic formation where the oldest trace of life in
Greenland was discovered. Lyngmarken is a small
area protecting hot, thermal springs and the Qingua
Valley contains Greenland’s only birch forest.
Ikkafjord in south-west Greenland contains ikaite, 
a mineral that crystallises into unique column
formations where fresh water from a meltwater river
seeps out of the sea floor and meets cold, salt water. 
Greenland is overwhelmingly an Inuit society based
largely on hunting, fishing and sheep herding for its
livelihood and its cultural and social traditions are
based on these pursuits. The strength of its pro-
tected area system is that by effectively protecting
natural habitats and species according to principles
of sustainable use, it is also able to effectively protect
and conserve that tradition and way of life.
The main challenge to the system comes from the
prospect of the mining industry developing in the
near future. Greenland welcomes about 35,000
tourists a year, a number which is growing. Tourism
is one of the government’s targeted pillars around
which to develop the economy. Tourist influx is
leading to a demand for greater access to the
national park, but so far operators and protection
authorities have shared a common interest in nature
protection.
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Greenland’s Protected Area System
Iceland’s protected area system consists of national
parks, nature reserves and natural monuments all
managed by the Nature Conservation Agency, and
county parks which are under municipal management
and largely dedicated to outdoor recreation. In 
addition, there is a marine conservation area on 
the West Island at Breidafjordur Bay and special 
laws conserving the Lake Myvatn and River Laxa
area. Approximately 27,000 km2 is under formal
protection. Iceland has approximately 60 important
bird areas and three Ramsar sites. Overall, protected
areas are governed by the recently revised Nature
Conservation Act. Other relevant laws are the
Forestry Act, the Soil Conservation Act, the Planning
Act and the Act on Protection, Conservation and
Hunting of Wild Birds and Animals. Management
authority for protected areas resides with the Nature
Conservation Agency, advised by the Icelandic
Institute of Natural History. Each municipality in
Iceland has an elected local conservation committee
which has an advisory role with the national
government and an educational role with the public.
Several environmental non-government organisations
play an important role in nature protection, as well.
Iceland derives most of its living from the sea and
its resources. The Breidafjordur Marine Conservation
Area is a new departure for marine management and
conservation. There is a major study of benthic
invertebrates in the Iceland Exclusive Economic Zone
(200 nautical miles out) underway which may form
the basis for further efforts in marine protection.
The system places a high value on the protection
of seabirds and other wildlife. In physical terms, it
protects landscapes, seascapes, geologic formations
and areas of special natural or historic-cultural value.
Protected areas are also chosen for their potential for
tourism and recreation although this is a secondary
criterion. Most Icelandic protected areas are multiple
use, allowing for long standing and sustainable uses
of nature, which are centuries old, and public access
to protected areas is widespread
An ecozone analysis and classification is underway
which will be followed up by an assessment of pro-
tected area coverage. Currently, there appears to
be a gap in the protection of volcanoes and many
other geological features including the need for
wider buffering of hot springs and waterfalls.
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Iceland’s Protected Area System
Norway has jurisdiction for the mainland, for the
Svalbard Archipelego in the Barents Sea and for
Jan Mayen and Bear Islands. Mainland Norway has
1,786 protected areas: 19 national parks, 1485 nature
reserves, 101 natural monuments, 106 landscape
protected areas and 75 other types of protected
area. In total, 26,298 km2, or 8.12% of Norway’s
mainland territory is in protected areas. Svalbard has
a total of 22 protected areas: three national parks,
18 nature reserves and one other area. In total,
35,029 km2 or 55.87% of Svalbard is in protected area.
Norway also has 37 Ramsar sites, 4 World Heritage
Sites (all cultural) and 11 biogenetic reserves under
the Council of Europe and the Berne Convention.
Norway is also very active in protected area work
within the Nordic Council of Ministers and the
Barents Euro-Arctic region.
The Nature Conservation Act, to be revised by 2004,
the Wildlife Act and the new Svalbard Environmental
Protection Act (2002) govern Norway’s protected
area policy. The main agencies are the Ministry of
Environment, Directorate for Nature Management,
county governors, including Svalbard, and local
municipal authorities. The Svalbard Environmental
Protection Act governs the protected areas in the
Svalbard Archipelago, including Bear Island and there
is a separate act concerning Jan Mayen island where
the need for protected areas is under consideration.
The Wildlife Act protects flora and fauna outside the
protected area system and the Nature Conservation
Act governs protected areas on the mainland. All
protected areas are designated by royal decrees. All
Norwegian protected areas have individual, site-specific
regulations. Pilot projects are carried out giving the
local, municipal levels of governance responsibility
for management of selected protected areas. 
Gap analyses in the protected area system have
been conducted for Svalbard and a supplementary
protected areas plan has been worked out to fill the
gaps. Also, on mainland Norway, more detailed gap
assessments are underway on, for example, on forest
protection. Through the new Svalbard Environmental
Protection Act and the protected areas plan, Norway
aims to make Svalbard a model for nature protection
and wilderness management, and is also considering
marine protected areas in the archipelago. Forty
national parks and other large protected areas are
proposed in the national park plan on mainland
Norway, while 10 of the existing parks will be extended.
A list of 47 candidate sites for marine protection has
also recently been worked out by a multi-sectoral
advisory group. Norway is also planning for additional
transboundary protected areas with its adjacent
neighbours, Finland, Sweden and Russia. 
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Norway’s Protected Area System 
Throughout the 1990s, Russia’s protected area system
underwent a marked expansion. Ten strict nature
reserves (zapovedniks) and eight national parks were
added. This brought the system to 99 zapovedniks
(8 in Arctic) and 33 national parks (1 in the Arctic).
The plan is to have 14 Arctic zapovedniks and 4
Arctic national parks. Russia also has federal
zakazniks (Habitat/species management areas –
IUCN Category IV), state sanctuaries and natural
monuments (IUCN Category III). Russia has one
Arctic World Heritage sites, several Arctic Ramsar
sites and MAB sites. In addition, at the
republic/regional level, there are a large number of
protected areas mainly corresponding to the zakaznik
designation. Lastly there are local, municipal
protected areas.
Federal protected areas are under the management
authority of the Ministry of Natural Resources, also
responsible for resource regulation on federal land.
The Law on Specially Protected Areas governs 
protected areas and the Law on the Animal Kingdom
protects and regulates the use of wildlife. The 
Russian system has been the beneficiary of a 
number of international partnerships with the 
Global Environmental Facility of the World Bank, 
and neighbouring states as well as Germany, 
the Netherlands and the UK, World Wildlife Fund
(International) and environmental grant-making
foundations have also provided it major support.
The Russian protected area system, and especially
the zapovedniks, is designed to preserve Russia’s
natural heritage. Access is strictly controlled and is
mainly for scientific research and for limited tourism.
More recently, zapovedniks have taken on an educa-
tional and outreach function. All zapovedniks have
on-site scientific staff which research and monitor
nature. They are all classified as IUCN Category 1B.
Several zapovedniks exhibit a cluster pattern, that is
having several discrete sites under one administration
rather than having one very large protected area.
National parks date only from 1983 and are more
accessible for visitors. Their role is to protect scenic
landscapes and wildlife, and to provide sites for
nature tourism, education and outreach. Russia’s
protected area system covers all geographic/ecozones
of Russia and the primary values it protects are flora
and fauna biodiversity, representative and unique
ecosystems, historical and cultural monuments (often
in national parks) and aesthetic natural values. Many
sites have zones where Russia’s indigenous peoples
can pursue their traditional lifestyles and nature use.
The Russian system faces several challenges. There is
a lack of state resources needed for its maintenance
and expansion to fill identified gaps in protected
area coverage. Many sites now have to raise their
own funds to meet their operating requirements.
There are often ‘tugs of war’ between agencies and
levels of government and jurisdictions with some
republics resisting the application and enforcement of
federal environmental regulations in their jurisdiction.
Many sites are in need of wider buffer zones. How-
ever, management of non-core zones is in the hands
of regional authorities and land use conflicts are rising.
In the Arctic, major oil, gas and mineral processing
facilities near protected areas pose a threat to them.
There is also a problem of ensuring that indigenous
rights are secured and honoured throughout the
system so indigenous peoples are able to preserve
their traditional ways of life.
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Russia’s Protected Area System
Sweden has 4701 protected areas in IUCN Categories
1 – IV. Covering over 40,000 km2, the protected
areas are classified as: national parks (27 – IUCN I),
nature reserves (2,192 – IUCN I, IV), wildlife sanc-
tuaries (1,049 – IUCN I), and natural monuments
(1,433 – IUCN III). Sweden also has over 1,500
biotope protection areas as well as 140 nature
conservation areas and one cultural reserve. 
Sweden’s protected area system has been established
over the past century with the last one, Lapland
Heritage Site, in 1996. As a rule, Sweden’s protected
areas are under full state ownership and are managed
by regional administrative boards which may use
their own personnel or contract out management
functions. Local and indigenous people also partici-
pate in the establishment and management of 
protected areas. Funding for protected areas,
especially the national parks, is given highest
priority in environmental protection work.
Sweden’s protected areas are established primarily
to conserve biodiversity, the natural and cultural
environments and to satisfy the needs for outdoor
recreation. Specifically, Sweden protects its mountains
and other outdoor recreational sites, its wetlands, its
forest areas including its primeval forest above and
below the economic forestry operations line, selected
broad-leaf forests, common alder and other broad-
leaf wetland forests, deciduous forest succession
sites on burned land and miscellaneous broad-leaf
forests. Mosaics of mire/forest mix and mires per se,
lakes and watercourses and some marine areas,
endangered species, and several agricultural landscapes
with natural hay and grazing areas, are also protected.
A strength of Sweden’s protected area system is that
it is based on firm legislation. Currently, most areas
are under public ownership. However, future efforts
may examine private or voluntary protection. Although
Sweden is not planning any new protected areas in
the near future, there is a need to strengthen pro-
tection outside mountain areas where the percentage
of protected area is small and to better protect, and
fill gaps in the protection of lakes, waterways and
marine areas.
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Sweden’s Protected Area System
Because of the individuality of the 50 states, the US
protected area system is highly complex. Also, in 1980,
a special federal law, the Alaska National Interest
Land Conservation Act, designated a large potion of
federal lands in the State of Alaska for protection.
This summary, then, will confine itself to Alaska.
At present, approximately 46% of the Arctic land area
of the USA has protected status corresponding to
IUCN Category IV or higher and at least 20% of each
Arctic terrestrial region has some level of protection.
All told, 549,000 km2 of Alaska is protected. At the
federal level there are eight national parks, ten
national preserves, two national monuments (man-
aged by United States National Park Service), and
sixteen national wildlife refuges (managed by United
States Fish and Wildlife Service) under the authority
of the Secretary of the Interior. At the state level,
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and the
Alaska State Parks and Outdoor Recreation Division
manage three state wildlife sanctuaries, five state
recreation areas and 42 state parks. There are two
World Heritage sites (one shared with Canada), three
MAB sites and several Ramsar sites. Portions of rivers
and estuaries are also protected under special
programmes.
The primary values protected by this huge matrix are
wilderness areas, wildlife and their habitats. Tourism
and recreation are also a key value. 25% of all jobs
in Alaska are directly or indirectly tied to tourism,
outdoor recreation or the management of public
lands. Income from this is estimated at 1.4 billion
USD. This runs the gamut for protected area personnel
salaries to lodges, tour companies, guides and out-
fitters, plane and boat charters, hotels, restaurants,
artists and craftsmen.
The protected area system in Alaska is relatively well
funded and, despite some conflicts, political support
and popularity for the system is quite strong in Alaska
and in the lower 48 states among environmental NGOs.
Alaska is accessible by highway through British
Columbia and the Yukon, Canada, from the rest of
the mainland USA. Also a growing source of out-of-
state visitors are boat cruises up the Pacific coast. 
A lot of out-of-state Americans have visited and
experienced the beauty of Alaska. This, in fact,
presents the system with one of its greatest
challenges. Protected areas with relatively easy
access (e.g. Denali, Glacier Bay) are experiencing 
very large numbers of seasonal visitors and it is a
challenge to manage the intensive seasonal influx
of visitors and, at the same time, to protect the
values they come to see. The number of visitors and
the demand for greater access is growing which, in
turn is creating demand for more visitor services and
development near Denali Park, and other protected
areas. Multi-sectoral consultations are ongoing to
reach a balance that will not compromise the natural
values for which the protected areas have been
established. 
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